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One-dimensional Chern–Simons theory
and the yA genus

OWEN GWILLIAM

RYAN GRADY

We construct a Chern–Simons gauge theory for dg Lie and L–infinity algebras on
any one-dimensional manifold and quantize this theory using the Batalin–Vilkovisky
formalism and Costello’s renormalization techniques. Koszul duality and derived
geometry allow us to encode topological quantum mechanics, a nonlinear sigma
model of maps from a 1–manifold into a cotangent bundle T �X , as such a Chern–
Simons theory. Our main result is that the effective action of this theory is naturally
identified with the yA class of X . From the perspective of derived geometry, our
quantization constructs a projective volume form on the derived loop space LX that
can be identified with the yA class.

57R56; 18G55, 58J20

1 Introduction

The Atiyah–Singer index theorem and the mathematics around it – the theory of
elliptic and pseudodifferential operators, K–theory, cobordism, and so on – has a
long-standing relationship with quantum field theory as in the work of Getzler [26],
Windey [43] and Witten [44] (see also the IAS proceedings [18]). In particular, the
index theorem for Dirac operators appears naturally when one studies supersymmetric
quantum mechanics on a Riemannian spin manifold. Our main object of study in
this paper is a 1–dimensional quantum field theory that bears a strong resemblance to
supersymmetric quantum mechanics, and our project, whose first product is this paper,
aims to explore how much of the mathematics around the index theorem arises from
this QFT.

In [14; 15], Kevin Costello constructed a 2–dimensional field theory with source
manifold an elliptic curve and with target the cotangent bundle T �X of a Kähler
manifold X . His theory recovers the elliptic genus of X , allowing the source manifold
to vary over the moduli of elliptic curves. Inspired by this work, we sought to construct
the analogous 1–dimensional field theory, which is a nonlinear sigma model of maps
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from a circle into a smooth manifold T �X . Our main result is that the quantized theory
recovers the yA genus of X . We now state precisely what we accomplish in this paper.1

In parallel with Costello’s work, there are two stages:

(1) We construct a class of 1–dimensional field theories known as 1–dimensional
Chern–Simons theories, where the input data is a (possibly curved) L1–algebra
g, and we compute the quantum observables using the Batalin–Vilkovisky for-
malism.

(2) We reinterpret a smooth manifold as an L1–algebra, which is an exercise in
derived geometry (more accurately, a smooth manifold is described by a sheaf
of curved L1–algebras).

Thus in Part I of the paper, we review the definition of a quantum field theory in
Costello’s formalism of [16] and exhibit how one-dimensional Chern–Simons provides
a beautiful example. The main theorem, Theorem 8.5, characterizes the effective
action2 as an invariant, the “ yA class,” of the L1–algebra, but the bulk of the work
is in carefully examining the Feynman diagrams of the theory. In Part II we explain
the formal geometry and derived geometry that leads to a Lie-theoretic description
of smooth geometry. The primary challenge in this part is to identify the invariant of
Theorem 8.5 with the usual yA–class of a smooth manifold X .

We state our main theorem first in the case associated to a complex manifold X , so
that it is clear how it parallels Costello’s work on the Witten genus. Costello’s ICM
lecture [14] places our result in context with work of Bressler, Nest and Tsygan [7]
and his own.

Working in the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) formalism, we find that the classical observ-
ables of the theory are naturally quasi-isomorphic to the regraded holomorphic de Rham
forms ���hol .T

�X /. This result can be interpreted as a version of the HKR theorem,
since the fields are related to the loop space of T �X . It may not come as a surprise
that the quantum observables involve a deformation of the HKR isomorphism (indeed,
the deformation associated to differential operators on X ).

1Subsequent to the writing of this paper, Costello revised substantially the original draft of [15]. In
particular, he developed a beautiful formalism for derived smooth geometry and a precise notion of a
projective volume form on well-behaved derived spaces. We have not revised our work in light of his
improvements. See [28] for a statement of our results in this new, elegant formalism.

2We use Costello’s notion of an effective field theory, and “effective action” here means the action
functional for the quantum field theory, ie the local functional depending on „ that satisfies the quantum
master equation and agrees with the classical action functional modulo „ . In Costello and Gwilliam [17],
this notion is shown to have an interpretation as a “partition function.”
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Theorem 1.1 There exists a BV quantization of a nonlinear sigma model from the
circle S1 into T �X , where X is a compact Kähler manifold, with the following
properties:

� Only 1–loop Feynman diagrams appear in the quantization.

� The quantization produces a quasi-isomorphism from the global quantum observ-
ables to a deformation of the regraded holomorphic de Rham forms of T �X :�

���;�.T �X /ŒŒ„��; „L� C„flog.e�c1.X /=2 Td.X //; � g
�

Here L� D Œd; �� � denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the canonical Poisson
bivector � on T �X , and it is thus a degree-1 operator. The bracket f � ; � g denotes the
associated degree 1 Poisson bracket on ���;�.T �X /, given explicitly by the formula

fa; bg DL�.ab/�L�.a/b� .�1/jajaL�b

with a and b Dolbeault forms. In other words, the quantum observables are a
„–weighted version of the holomorphic Poisson homology, also known as Koszul–
Brylinski homology.

Theorem 1.1 follows from a more general theorem about a gauge theory for L1–
algebras. We construct a gauge theory on 1–dimensional manifolds that works for
any curved L1–algebra g. In analogy to the usual 3–dimensional Chern–Simons
theory, where our Lie algebra needs a nondegenerate invariant pairing, we need an
L1–algebra with a nondegenerate invariant pairing of cohomological degree �2. We
use the simplest possible class of such L1–algebras: Given g, let Dg denote the
central extension of curved L1–algebras

0! g_Œ�2�!Dg! g! 0;

where g acts on the extension by the shifted coadjoint action. The evaluation pairing
induces the desired shifted pairing. Much of the work in the paper is devoted to showing
that there is a quantization of this theory that only involves connected Feynman diagrams
with at most one loop.

Let M be a one-dimensional manifold and g a curved L1 algebra. For our field
theory, the equation of motion (or Euler–Lagrange equation) is the Maurer–Cartan
equation for a flat connection on the trivial principal Dg–bundle on M . (This theory
arises by the AKSZ procedure (Alexandrov, Kontsevich, Schwarz and Zaboronsky [1]),
an aspect we discuss in describing our results from the perspective of QFT.)

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 14 (2014)
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Theorem 1.2 There exists a quantization of this theory on R, invariant under trans-
lation along R and under dilation of the g_Œ�2� factor in Dg, with the following
properties:

� Only 1–loop Feynman diagrams appear in the quantization.

� The quantization produces a quasi-isomorphism from the global quantum observ-
ables of this theory on S1 to�M

n�0

C �.g;Symn.g_Œn�//ŒŒ„��; „L� C„flog. yA.g//; � g
�
:

There is a natural dictionary between geometric and L1 constructions:

� An L1–algebra g corresponds to a “space” Bg whose functions are the
Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain complex C �g.

� The g–module gŒ1� under the shifted adjoint action corresponds to C �.g; gŒ1�/,
viewed as the vector fields on this space Bg.

� The g–module g_Œ�1� with the shifted coadjoint action corresponds to

C �.g; g_Œ�1�/

viewed as the 1–forms on Bg.

Under this Koszul duality correspondence, there are L1 analogues L� and f � ; � g of
those defined on T �X above, and yA.g/ denotes the “ yA characteristic class” for Bg.
In other words, we interpret this theorem as giving a deformation of the Hochschild
homology of the derived loop space of Bg. (Calaque and Rossi [9] provide a beautiful
exposition of this Lie-geometry correspondence and many other techniques of relevance
to this paper. There is a wealth of literature about the underlying Koszul duality between
commutative and Lie algebras.)

Remark We should emphasize that this quantization is essentially unique. In con-
structing the quantization, we will make choices but we will also show that the space
of such choices is contractible. The natural invariant output of the quantized theory
is the deformed complex given above. Note that it is defined directly in terms of g.
Moreover, the quasi-isomorphism arises by “integrating out the nonzero modes” of
the theory, which mathematically amounts to removing all dependence on the choices
made in constructing the quantization.
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A central goal of this paper is to apply this theorem when the target is a smooth manifold
X , but several challenges appear. As a result, the main theorem has a more complicated
statement: instead of working with a manifestation of Hochschild homology – the
regraded de Rham forms – we need to work with a version of negative cyclic homology,
for reasons that we explain after the statement of the theorem.3

The classical field theory consists of maps of S1 into T �X equipped with the action
functional

Maps.S1;T �X / 3 
S
�!

Z
S1

 ��;

where � is the canonical, aka Liouville, 1–form on T �X . Again, using the BV
formalism, we find that the classical observables of the theory – namely, functions
on the derived critical locus of the action functional above – are naturally quasi-
isomorphic to ���.T �X /. It may not come as a surprise that the quantum observables
are then related to the negative cyclic homology of T �X , which we identify with
.���.T �X /ŒŒu��;ud/, where u is a formal variable of cohomological degree 2 and
d denotes the exterior derivative with cohomological degree �1. In fact, we obtain
a twisted version of this complex. Our deformation of the differential involves the yA
class of X in a form modified to work with the negative cyclic homology: let yAu.X /

denote the element in negative cyclic homology obtained by replacing chk.X / by
uk chk.X / wherever it appears in the usual yA class.

Theorem 1.3 There exists a BV quantization of a nonlinear sigma model from the
circle S1 into T �X , where X is a smooth manifold, with the following properties:
� Only 1–loop Feynman diagrams appear in the quantization.
� The quantization produces a quasi-isomorphism from the S1 –invariant global

quantum observables to the following deformation of the negative cyclic homol-
ogy of T �X :�

���.T �X /ŒŒu��ŒŒ„��; ud C„L� C„flog. yAu.X //; � g
�

One step in proving this theorem is to reduce to the theorem for curved L1–algebras.
To do this, we use the Koszul duality between dg commutative algebras and dg Lie
algebras, which allows us to identify a smooth manifold X as a space over its de Rham
space XdR , with the classifying space BgX of a sheaf of curved L1–algebras over
XdR . (See Appendix D for an introduction to these spaces.) Essentially, we replace
smooth functions C1

X
by the de Rham complex of jets of smooth functions. This kind

of construction is sometimes known as Gel 0 fand–Každan formal geometry or Fedosov
resolutions.

3The Kähler case is easier than the smooth case because, in essence, the Hodge-to-de Rham spectral
sequence collapses. We are witnessing here the cyclic analogue of this fact.
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Remark 1.4 It may appear strange that we only use cyclic homology in the case of a
smooth manifold, but the reason is simple. (The cyclic version works, of course, for
an arbitrary Bg.) In the setting of Kähler manifolds, the yA class defined by Atiyah
classes lives in the “backbone”

L
k �

k;k of the Dolbeault complex and hence does
have degree 0 in the regraded holomorphic de Rham complex. In the setting of smooth
manifolds, two separate things go wrong. First, the corresponding scalar Atiyah classes,
as defined, say, by Calaque and Van den Bergh [8] (see also Kapranov [35]), vanish.
Second, ignoring that issue, the yA class via Atiyah classes is concentrated in degree 0

and thus cannot agree with the usual yA class.

To deal with the first issue, we develop an Atiyah class version of the Chern–Weil
construction of characteristic classes. To deal with the second, we move to cyclic
homology, where the extra grading allows us to obtain a cyclic version of the usual yA
class.

More accurately, we encode the smooth manifold X as an L1–algebra object BgX ,
where Gel 0 fand–Každan formal geometry provides the curved L1–algebra gX . As a
result, our construction of the global observables involves a complex quasi-isomorphic
to (shifted) de Rham forms, and the characteristic classes chk.BgX / all manifestly
have cohomological degree 0 in this construction. The final difficulty is in identifying
chk.BgX / with chk.X /, and working with negative cyclic homology accomplishes
this identification.

Finally, we remark on the next step in our project. We have shown here that the global
quantum observables are quasi-isomorphic to complexes that usually appear as the
Hochschild or cyclic cohomology of familiar algebras, but these algebras have not
appeared in our discussion thus far. Indeed, the theorems here are one half of a more
interesting theorem, which we will prove in a followup paper. In the holomorphic setting,
where X is a complex manifold, Bressler, Nest and Tsygan [7] constructed a quasi-
isomorphism between the Hochschild homology of the Rees algebra of holomorphic dif-
ferential operators Diff„.X / and .���.T �X /ŒŒ„��; „L�C„fe�c1.X /=2 log.Td.X /; � g/.
In our next paper, we will construct the factorization algebra of observables for our
1–dimensional theory and show that it is equivalent to Diff„.X /, the Rees algebra
of differential operators on a complex or smooth manifold X . We will then use the
formalism of factorization algebras to compute the global observables on the circle,
which is equivalent to the Hochschild homology of Diff„.X /. These two descriptions
of the global observables are quasi-isomorphic, and hence we will recover the Bressler–
Nest–Tsygan theorem, as well as a smooth analogue. Similarly, our results can be
interpreted as a path integral derivation of Fedosov’s trace map in his approach to
deformation quantization [20; 21].
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1.1 Our results from the perspective of derived geometry

A field theory, classical or quantum, is a geometric construction, and it is useful to
pinpoint what our construction means in the language of geometry. Before describing
our constructions, we introduce a bit of terminology. Throughout the paper, we use dg
manifolds,4 a rather concrete and primitive version of derived geometry well-suited to
the explicit computations of field theory. Essentially, a dg manifold is a ringed space
where the underlying space is a smooth manifold and the structure sheaf is a sheaf
of commutative dg algebras. The key spaces that appear in our field theory are the
classifying space of an L1 algebra Bg, the de Rham space XdR of a smooth manifold
X (this space is essentially the quotient of X where nearby points are identified), and
the derived loop space LM of a dg manifold M .

Classical field theory fits easily into the language of geometry: a space of fields is
simply a mapping space (or space of sections of some bundle) and a classical theory
picks out a subspace satisfying some system of equations. Fix an L1–algebra g

and let DgD g˚ g_Œ�2� denote the split, square-zero extension of g. Our classical
Chern–Simons theory picks out a space with two equivalent descriptions:

� the formal neighborhood of the trivial connection in the moduli space of flat Dg

connections on S1 or, equivalently,

� the formal completion around the constant maps in the mapping space

Maps.S1
dR;T

�Bg/:

We denote this derived loop space by LT �Bg.5 The global classical observables for
this theory are precisely the functions on this space; it is well-known that the functions
on a derived loop space LX are quasi-isomorphic to the Hochschild homology complex
of the functions on X , which is also quasi-isomorphic to the regraded de Rham forms
on X . Hence, the classical observables are

O.LT �Bg/'���.T �Bg/D O.T Œ�1�T �Bg/:

When we quantize, we deform this complex over RŒŒ„��.6

4See Appendix D for a quick introduction to these spaces.
5There are several spaces that could reasonably be called the derived loop space, but this one is the

most relevant for our purposes. In [30], we use Costello’s formalism for derived smooth geometry to
discuss these different options.

6The relationship between the derived loop space, Hochschild and cyclic homology, and the Chern
character has been explored extensively by Ben-Zvi and Nadler [3], as well as Töen and Vezzosi [40].
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There is an appealing interpretation of our main theorem, rooted in the idea that
quantization amounts to taking a path integral.7 In other words, we should view our
quantization as constructing a “volume form” on the space LBg and thus allows us
to define an integration map for functions on LBg (ie “the expected value” of any
observable).8 That yA.Bg/ shows up has a natural Lie-theoretic interpretation. Recall
that the power series yA arises, speaking loosely, by comparing the Lebesgue measure
on a Lie algebra to a Haar measure on its formal group yG .9 Our quantization can
then be thought of as pulling back the volume form, arising from quantization, on the
“formal group” LBg to the “Lie algebra” T Œ�1�Bg via an exponential map.

Let us explain how Koszul duality allows us to phrase a smooth manifold as an L1–
algebra (in the process, we will explain the exponentiation remark from the preceding
paragraph); we rely on the work of Kapranov and Costello. For a smooth manifold X ,
the tubular neighborhood theorem allows us to identify a small neighborhood of the
diagonal X

�
,! X �X with a small neighborhood of the zero section of the tangent

bundle X
i
,! TX . Essentially, one chooses a metric on X and then uses the induced

exponential map to send a small ball around 0 in each tangent fiber TxX to a small
transverse slice to .x;x/ 2 X � X . This argument works in the setting of formal
geometry and says that we can identify a formal neighborhood of the diagonal in
X �X with a formal neighborhood of the zero section of the tangent bundle TX . We
will now provide a Lie-theoretic interpretation of this construction.

Denote by yX the formal neighborhood of the diagonal and by T Œ0�X the formal
neighborhood of the zero section in TX . Following Kapranov’s work in the holo-
morphic setting [35], one shows that the Atiyah class of the tangent sheaf TX equips
TX Œ�1� with the structure of a sheaf of L1–algebras over X . There is then a fiberwise
exponential map expW T Œ�1�X ! LX , which at each point x 2 X maps the L1–
algebra Tx Œ�1�X to its formal group, the based derived loops �xX . By delooping,
we obtain a map B expW BT Œ�1�X Š T Œ0�X ! BLX Š yX , which is precisely the
kind of exponential map arising from the tubular neighborhood picture.

7In his update of [15], Costello provided a precise version of this idea via the notion of a “projective
volume form.” Again, [28] explains how our result produces a projective volume form.

8The attentive reader will have noted that the volume form lives on LBg but the space of fields is
LT �Bg . In fact, the space of fields is isomorphic to T �Œ�1�LBg , so that functions on the fields are
polyvector fields on LBg . These polyvector fields provide an obfuscated version of the de Rham complex
for LBg and hence encode integration on that space. See [15] for more discussion.

9For G a compact Lie group, the derivative of the exponential map is

d.exp a/D det
�

1� ead.a/

ad.a/

�
da;

where a denotes a coordinate on g (Berline, Getzler and Vergne [4]).
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Building on Kapranov’s picture, Costello [15] showed that in the holomorphic setting,
this sheaf of L1–algebras TX Œ�1� arises from a sheaf of curved L1–algebras over
the de Rham space XdR . In the smooth setting, we have an analogous situation: we
have a homotopy pullback diagram10

yX //

��

X

�

��
X

�
// XdR

and there exists a sheaf of curved L1–algebras gX over XdR so that there is an
isomorphism B expW BgX !X over XdR and so that the pullback sheaf ��gX over
X is isomorphic to TX Œ�1�.

Now we introduce the field theory. In studying a classical field theory, we focus on the
derived critical locus of the action functional. In our case, the derived critical locus
corresponds to the mapping space from S1

dR into T �Œ0�X , the formal neighborhood of
the zero section of the cotangent bundle. Thus, the classical field theory is simply the
study of the derived loop space LT �Œ0�X Š T �Œ�1�LX . In general, the BV formalism
for quantization works cleanly with shifted cotangent bundles such as T �Œ�1�LX .

1.2 Our results from the perspective of quantum field theory

An appealing and powerful aspect of the formalism for QFT developed by Costello
[16] is that it naturally combines derived geometry and Feynman diagrammatics, which
makes it straightforward to work with QFTs in the style of geometry: we can construct
QFTs in a local-to-global fashion, build families of QFTs, and describe the obstructions,
deformations, and automorphisms of quantizations via explicit cochain complexes.

We study here a nice and rather simple example of this formalism. Of course, because
we are working with one-dimensional spaces, the analytic aspects are well-behaved.
Thus, we hope this paper will help those already familiar with QFT to see how to work
with the other aspects of Costello’s machine.

There are two topics that might be of especial interest from the point of view of QFT.
First, we sketch in Section 10 how to recover our action functional by a two step process:
first, take the infinite-volume limit of the usual action for a free particle wandering
around a Riemannian manifold, and second, apply the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism.
These two steps together recover an AKSZ action functional. This process is a simple

10This pullback diagram is a straightforward consequence of the fact that XdR can be presented as a
groupoid yX � X .
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source of several beautiful theories, and it leads to the holomorphic Chern–Simons
theory studied by Costello [15]. The second topic is a method for converting some
nonlinear sigma models into gauge theories and, equivalently, interpreting some gauge
theories as sigma models. In essence, there is a correspondence between commutative
dg algebras and dg Lie algebras (or L1–algebras) known as Koszul duality. Since
perturbative field theory can be organized in the style of algebraic geometry, it should
be no surprise that one might use Koszul duality to translate between sigma models and
gauge theories. We give an example of this translation in Part II of the paper, where
we encode a sigma model of a circle mapping into a smooth manifold T �X with a
Chern–Simons theory on the circle with Lie algebra gX ˚ g_

X
Œ�2�. Alternatively, one

can view our procedure as a repackaging of Gel 0 fand–Každan formal geometry or
Fedosov resolutions. Again, similar techniques are used for holomorphic geometry in
[15], where we learned these ideas.

Our work here clearly has a strong relationship with the vast literature on deformation
quantization (notably, Bressler, Nest and Tsygan [7], Dolgushev [19], Pflaum, Posthuma
and Tang [37], Tsygan [41], and Willwacher [42]). In our next paper, where we
construct the factorization algebra of observables, we hope to make these connections
more precise.
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Part I One-dimensional Chern–Simons theories

Our goal in this part of the paper is to construct a one-dimensional Batalin–Vilkovisky
(BV) theory that we call one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory. As a perturbative
gauge theory, it depends on a choice of Lie or L1–algebra, which must possess an
invariant inner product of cohomological degree �2. We can construct such an L1
algebra from any finite rank L1–algebra g: simply take g˚ g_Œ�2� and use the
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evaluation pairing. In this case, the obstructions to BV quantization vanish and the
quantized action functional has an interpretation in terms of characteristic classes.
Over the course of Part I, we will introduce and explain all the terms appearing in the
Theorem 1.2.

We begin by reviewing the notion of a BV theory, define one-dimensional Chern–
Simons theory, and then discuss renormalization and quantization after Costello [16].
Then we develop the language of characteristic classes in the setting of L1–algebras
to prove Theorem 1.2.

2 Defining the theory

2.1 Free theories in the BV formalism

Definition 2.1 A free field theory consists of the following data:

� A manifold M and a finite rank, Z–graded (super)vector bundle � W E!M

whose smooth sections are denoted E.

� A degree �1 antisymmetric pairing on the bundle h � ; � ilocW E˝E!Dens.M /

that is fiberwise nondegenerate.11

� A degree C1 differential operator QW E! E that is square-zero and skew-self-
adjoint for the pairing.

� A degree �1 differential operator Q�W E! E that is square-zero, self-adjoint
for the pairing, and whose commutator ŒQ;Q�� is a generalized Laplacian.

A free field theory has the quadratic action functional SfreeW �! h�;Q�i.

Remark This definition differs from [16] by including the “gauge-fixing operator”
into the definition. From the point of view of Costello’s formalism, this is unappealing,
but in practice we will fix an operator Q� once and for all and never worry about the
space of such operators. Thanks to Theorem 10.7.2 in [16, Chapter 5], we know that
this choice does not affect structural aspects of our theory since our space of gauge
fixes is contractible.

Given a free field theory, we can consider modifying Sfree by adding “interaction”
terms I . The kinds of functional I that we allow will be motivated by physics, but we
need some notation first.

11Note that this induces a pairing h � ; � i on compactly supported sections of E by integration.
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Definition 2.2 The space of functionals on the fields E is O.E/ WD bSym.E_/.

Remark Whenever we work with these big vector spaces, like the fields, we work in
the appropriate category of topological vector spaces and we always use the natural
morphisms, tensor products, and so on, for that context. Here E_ denotes the continuous
dual to E (hence, distributions) and bSym denotes the completed symmetric algebra,
where we construct this algebra using the continuous product and completed projective
tensor product.

Note that we use the completed symmetric algebra – aka the “formal power series” on
fields – because we are working perturbatively, and hence in a formal neighborhood of
the classical solution.

Not every functional can serve as an action functional, however. A basic premise of field
theory is that the physics must be local (so there is no “spooky” action-at-a-distance).
Here is a precise expression of that idea.

Definition 2.3 A functional I 2 O.E/ is local if every homogeneous component
Ik 2 Symk E_ is of the form

Ik.�/D
X
˛2A

Z
x2M

�
D˛;1�

ˇ̌
x

�
� � �
�
D˛;k�

ˇ̌
x

�
d�˛.x/;

where each D˛;i is a differential operator from E to C1.M /, d�˛ is a density on
M , and the index set A for the integrals is finite.

We denote the space of local functionals by Oloc.E/.

This definition captures our intuition of locality because it says the functional only cares
about the local behavior of the field point by point on the manifold M (ie depends only
on the Taylor series, or 1–jet, of � ). It does not compare the behavior of the field at
separated points or regions. For example, it excludes functionals like �.p/�.q/, where
p and q are distinct points.

Definition 2.4 An interaction term I is a local functional whose homogeneous com-
ponents are cubic and higher. An action functional associated to a free field theory is a
functional SfreeC I , with I an interaction term.

In the BV formalism, a classical theory is an action functional satisfying the classical
master equation. The pairing h � ; � i on fields E induces a skew-symmetric pairing
f � ; � g of degree 1 on local functionals.12 This pairing behaves like a Poisson bracket.

12On a finite-dimensional graded vector space V , a pairing on V induces a dual pairing on V _ , but
we are working with infinite-dimensional vector spaces where analytic issues arise. The expected dual
pairing is only defined on a subset of the dual space.
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Definition 2.5 A classical BV theory consists of a free BV theory and an interaction
term I 2 Oloc.E/ satisfying the classical master equation QI C 1

2
fI; Ig D 0.

2.2 Perturbative Chern–Simons theory on a 1–manifold

Although Chern–Simons theory typically refers to a gauge theory on a 3–manifold,
the perturbative theory has analogues over a manifold of any dimension. The only
modification is to use dg Lie algebras, or L1 algebras, with an invariant pairing of
the appropriate degree. In Section 10, we will explain how the AKSZ formalism for
nonlinear sigma models relates to the gauge theories described here, and so we defer
a general discussion of the sigma model motivation to that section. Nonetheless, we
hope the analogy to the usual Chern–Simons theory is transparent.

2.2.1 The simplest example Our base space is S1 . Let gD
L

n gn be a graded Lie
algebra with a nondegenerate invariant symmetric pairing h � ; � ig of degree �2. Notice
that this means gŒ1� comes equipped with a nondegenerate skew-symmetric pairing of
degree 0, which we denote h � ; � igŒ1� . The space of fields is ED��.S1/˝ gŒ1�. The
pairing on g induces a symplectic form of degree �1 on E by

h˛; ˇi D

Z
t2S1

h˛.t/^ˇ.t/igŒ1� :

More explicitly, let ˛ D
P

n A0
n.t/CA1

n.t/ dt denote an element of E, where A0
n.t/

and A1
n.t/ are smooth functions on S1 taking values in gŒ1�n , and likewise for ˇ DP

B0
n.t/CB1

n.t/ dt . Then

h˛; ˇi D
X

n

Z
t2S1

hA0
n.t/;B

1
�n.t/igŒ1�ChA

1
n.t/;B

0
�n.t/igŒ1� dt:

We fix a metric on S1 and let QD d , the exterior derivative, and Q�D d� , its adjoint
with respect to our metric. The action functional is

S.˛/D 1
2
h˛; d˛iC 1

6
h˛; Œ˛; ˛�i:

2.2.2 The general case Let g now denote a curved L1–algebra over a commutative
dg algebra R (for the definition, see Appendix B). Let the maps `nW

Vn g! g denote
the brackets (ie these are the Taylor components of the derivation dg defining the L1
structure).13 We want an L1–algebra that has a nondegenerate invariant symmetric

13Note `1.rx/D dR.r/x˙ r`1.x/ , so it is not R]–linear.
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pairing h � ; � i of degree �2. Note that the sum g˚ g_Œ�2� is equipped with an L1
structure using the coadjoint action

ŒX C�;Y C��D ŒX;Y �CX ���Y ��;

where X;Y 2 g and �;� 2 g_Œ�2�. Moreover, g˚ g_Œ�2� also has a natural pairing

hX C�;Y C�i D �.Y /˙�.X /;

which is invariant by construction.

Our space of fields is �S1 ˝
�
gŒ1�˚ g_Œ�1�

�
. Our action functional is

S.�/D
1

2
h�; d�iC

1X
nD0

1

.nC 1/!
h�; `n.�

˝n/i:

Note that when g is just a graded Lie algebra, `2 is the only nontrivial bracket and we
recover the action functional from the simple example above.

Remark In this setting, the action functional takes values in the graded algebra R] ,
not R or C . (We are implicitly studying a family of theories with base ring R] . For a
discussion of this notion, see [16, Chapter 2, Section 13].) We view the action S as a
sum of a free action functional 1

2
h�;Q�i, where QD d C `1 , and an interaction term

ICS D h�; `0iC

1X
nD2

1

.nC 1/!
h�; `n.�

˝n/i:

We group `1 into the “kinetic term” so that the interaction term I is R]–linear.

Lemma 2.6 The Euler–Lagrange equation of S is the Maurer–Cartan equation for
the trivial g˚ g_Œ�2�–bundle on S1 .

Proof Let �C � be a first-order deformation of � , ie �2 D 0. Then

S.�C � /�S.�/D �

�
h ; d�iC

1X
nD0

nC 1

.nC 1/!
h ; `n.�

˝n/i

�
by the g–invariance of the pairing h � ; � i and integration by parts. For this integral to
vanish for any choice of  , we need � to satisfy

d�C

1X
nD0

1

n!
`n.�

˝n/D 0;

the L1–version of the Maurer–Cartan equation.
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3 BV quantization and renormalization group flow

In the previous section we defined the classical Chern–Simons action functional. In this
section we review the notions of a quantum field theory and quantization of a classical
field theory in the framework of effective field theory developed in [16]. Constructing
an effective field theory from a classical field theory consists of two stages, as described
by the following figure.

Classical action Renormalization // Pre-theory
QME // BV theory

Analytic

OO

Algebraic

OO

To begin, we assume that we have the data of a classical field theory .E; h � ; � iloc;Q;Q
�/

with classical interaction I 2 Oloc.E/. The Feynman diagrams arising from this data
typically lead to divergent integrals (as we are trying to multiply distributions), and we
need some method of renormalization to resolve these analytic issues. In the framework
of effective field theory, we introduce a parameter L 2 .0;1/ called the length scale
and work with families of action functionals fI ŒL�g – no longer local – parametrized by
L. We require the functionals at different length scales to be related by “integrating out
the fields at intermediate length scales”; the notion of renormalization group flow (RG
flow) provides a precise interpretation of this idea. All the Feynman diagrams appearing
in such a family yield well-defined integrals. The first stage of quantizing our classical
field theory consists of finding a family of functionals fI ŒL�g with I ŒL� 2 O.E/ŒŒ„��

such that

lim
L!0

I ŒL�D I modulo „:

The physical meaning of the above limit is that in the classical limit (L ! 0) of
our quantum theory (determined by fI ŒL�g), the fields become fully local and hence
interact at points.

Even after the analytic issues are overcome, there is an algebraic aspect to address:
we need our theory to satisfy the quantum master equation (QME), which, speaking
casually, insures that our theory leads to a well-defined “measure” on the space of
fields. (For an overview of the QME and its meaning, we again direct the reader to
[16].) There is a cochain complex, determined just by the classical theory, that encodes
all the algebraic aspects of BV quantization; we call it the obstruction-deformation
complex for the classical theory. In particular, the obstruction-deformation complex of
a theory T describes the formal neighborhood of T inside the space of classical BV
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theories with the same underlying free BV theory. It is a nontrivial result of [16] that
the obstructions to solving the QME are cocycles in this complex.

3.1 Locality

In order for the classical limit of our theory to exist, modulo „, we need some locality
conditions on our functionals fI ŒL�g. The scale L interaction term I ŒL� 2 O.E/ŒŒ„��

has a decomposition into homogeneous components

I ŒL�D
X
i;j

„
iIi;j ŒL�;

with Ii;j ŒL� 2 Symj .E_/. We then require that for each index .i; j / there exists a
small L asymptotic expansion

Ii;j ŒL�'
X

k2Z�0

gk.L/‡k ;

with gk 2 C1.0;1/ a smooth function of L and ‡k 2 Oloc.E/ a local functional.
This expansion must be a true asymptotic expansion in the weak topology on O.E/.

3.2 The renormalization group flow

Given an asymptotically local family of interactions fI ŒL�g, we next want them to
satisfy the renormalization group equation (RGE). The RGE expresses the notion that
the interaction at length scale L is related to interaction at length scale � by integrating
over all fields with wavelengths between � and L. Mathematically, we write the
RGE as I ŒL�DW .PL

� ; I Œ��/, where PL
� is the propagator and W is a weighted sum

over Feynman graphs. We now describe these operators.

Let D D ŒQ;Q�� be the generalized Laplacian associated to our classical field theory.
For t 2R>0 , let Kt 2 E˝E denote the heat kernel for D , where our convention for
kernels is that for any � 2 E,Z

M

hKt .x;y/; �.y/iloc D .e
�tD�/.x/:

Note that we use the symplectic pairing rather than the more conventional evaluation
pairing.

Definition 3.1 For a classical field theory .E; h � ; � iloc;Q;Q
�/, the propagator with

ultra-violet cut off � and infrared cut off L is given by

PL
� D

Z L

�

.Q�˝ 1/Kt dt:

For � > 0, PL
� is a smooth section of E � E .
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Example 3.2 For one-dimensional Chern–Simons with values in the L1–algebra
gŒ1�˚ g_Œ�1�, we can write the propagator explicitly. Let

Casg D IdgC Idg_ 2
�
gŒ1�˝ g_Œ�1�

�
˚
�
g_Œ�1�˝ gŒ1�

�
be the Casimir, where Idg 2 gŒ1�˝ g_Œ�1� corresponds to the identity element of
End.g/D g˝g_ . In this setting Kt is just the one-dimensional heat operator tensored
with Casg , and hence

PL
� D

Z L

�

t�3=2
jx1�x2j e

�jx1�x2j
2=t Casg dt;

up to some constants. In our case, the limit where � goes to zero and L goes to
infinity is a Heaviside step function. In particular, P1

0
D � sign.x1�x2/Casg , where

sign.x/D 1 if x > 0 and sign.x/D�1 if x < 0. The fact that small length scales are
well-behaved insures that we avoid most of the usual analytic challenges in quantum
field theory; this feature is one way in which the one-dimensional case is easier than
the higher-dimensional analogues.

With propagator in hand, we proceed to define the renormalization group flow operator
W .PL

� ; � /W O.E/ŒŒ„��! O.E/ŒŒ„��.14 For  a stable graph15 and interaction functional
I 2 O.E/ŒŒ„��, we define the Feynman graph weight W .P

L
� ; I/W E˝T . /!C , where

T . / indicates the number of tails of  , as follows:

� Use the decomposition I D
P
„iIi;j to label vertices of  : to a vertex v with

genus i and valence j , assign Ii;j .
� Label each internal edge by the propagator PL

� .
� Now contract these tensors to obtain the desired map W .P

L
� ; I/.

For details see [16].

Definition 3.3 The renormalization group flow operator from scale � to scale L is a
map O.E/ŒŒ„��! O.E/ŒŒ„�� given by

W .PL
� ; I/

def
D

X


„g. /

jAut  j
W .P

L
� ; I/;

where the sum is over all connected stable graphs  .

14There is a subtlety that this operator is really only defined on those functionals that are at least cubic
modulo „ , but we suppress this requirement in the notation throughout.

15This means that each vertex v has an “internal genus” g.v/ 2N . Moreover, a genus 0 vertex must
have valence greater than 2, and a genus 1 vertex must have valence greater than 0. The genus and valence
of a vertex picks out an associated homogeneous component Ii;j of the action.
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Remark One could choose a different parametrix ˆ for the operator ŒQ;Q��, ie a
symmetric distributional section of E � E of cohomological degree C1 with proper
support such that:

(i) ˆ is closed with respect to Q˝ 1C 1˝Q.

(ii) .ŒQ;Q��˝ 1/ˆ�K0 is a smooth section of E � E .

Given a parametrix ˆ, we have an associated propagator P .ˆ/D .Q�˝ 1/ˆ. The
renormalization group flow and BV formalism continue to make sense with respect to
ˆ; see [17].

Definition 3.4 A pre-theory is an asymptotically local family of interaction functionals
fI ŒL�g satisfying the RGE

I ŒL�DW .PL
� ; I Œ��/

for all 0< � <L<1.

3.3 The quantum master equation

Let KL 2E˝E be the heat kernel at length scale L as defined in the preceding section.
We define an operator �LW O.E/! O.E/, called the BV Laplacian, as contraction with
KL . Two properties of this operator are that �2

L
D 0 and ŒQ; �L�D 0. We define the

BV bracket at scale L

f � ; � gLW O.E/˝O.E/! O.E/

by the formula

fI;J gL D�L.IJ /� .�LI/J � .�1/jI jI.�LJ /:

It follows that f � ; � gL is a derivation in each slot, satisfies the Jacobi identity, and that
both Q and �L are derivations with respect to f � ; � gL .

The BV Laplacian and bracket have a nice (and equivalent) description in terms of
Feynman graphs (see [16, Chapter 5, Section 9]).

Definition 3.5 A pre-theory fI ŒL�g satisfies the quantum master equation (QME) if
for each length scale L we have

QI ŒL�C„�LI ŒL�C 1
2
fI ŒL�; I ŒL�gL D 0:

The RG flow and BV structures interlock to insure that if a pre-theory I ŒL� satis-
fies the QME at scale L, then I ŒL0� also satisfies the QME at scale L0 . See [16,
Lemma 5.9.2.2].
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3.4 Definition of quantization

With all these definitions in hand, we give the definition of a quantum BV theory from
[16]. Recall the discussion preceding Definition 2.5. The BV bracket f � ; � g0 , which is
dual to the shifted symplectic pairing on fields, is not well-defined on all functionals, but
it is well-defined on local functionals. Our interaction term ICS satisfies the classical
master equation because EŒ�1�D��˝.g˚g_Œ�2�/ is an L1 algebra; in other words,
d CfICS; � g makes O.E/ into the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex of EŒ�1�.

Definition 3.6 Let I 2 Oloc.E/ be a local action functional defining a classical BV
theory. A quantization of I is a family of effective interactions fI ŒL�g with I ŒL� 2

O.E/ŒŒ„�� such that:

(1) fI ŒL�g satisfies the renormalization group equation.

(2) I ŒL� satisfies the locality condition (ie there is a small L asymptotic expansion).

(3) I ŒL� satisfies the scale L quantum master equation.

(4) The classical limit of fI ŒL�g is I , ie lim
L!0

I ŒL�D I modulo „.

4 Quantizing Chern–Simons

In the next two sections we give a quantization of our classical Chern–Simons action
functional. As might be expected for a one-dimensional theory, no complications arise,
such as analytic issues or obstructions to BV quantization.

4.1 Taking the naive approach

We begin by ignoring the analytic issues and explore what kind of Feynman diagrams
would appear if we could simply run the RG flow from scale 0 to scale L. Since all
these Feynman diagrams are in fact well-defined (see Proposition 4.1), we will have
a pre-theory fI ŒL�g and it will remain to show that this theory satisfies the QME. It
does, and so our naive approach leads to a quantization of Chern–Simons.

Let � D .˛; ˇ/ 2 .��.M /˝ gŒ1�/˚ .��.M /˝ g_Œ�1�/ be a field. Observe that our
classical action functional becomes

S.�/D hˇ; d˛iC

1X
nD0

1

.nC 1/!
hˇ; `n.˛

˝n/i;

because the brackets `n vanish when more than one ˇ appears and h � ; � i is cyclically
invariant. Thus the interaction term has homogeneous components Ik , where Ik takes
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in k � 1 copies of ˛ and one copy of ˇ . As a consequence, the vertices arising from
our theory have the form of Figure 1. The direction of a tail indicates whether the input
lives in ��˝ gŒ1� or �˝ g_Œ�1�.

Ik

˛ ˛ ˛ ˛
� � �

ˇ

Figure 1: A typical vertex

Moreover, as our pairing h � ; � i arises from the evaluation pairing between g and g_ ,
the propagator for our theory

˛ ˇ
P

is a directed edge.

Notice that the kind of connected, directed graphs we can construct from such vertices
and edges is highly constrained: we can make trees, wheels, or wheels with trees
attached. An example of a wheel is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A wheel with four vertices

In particular, observe that:
� Every tree is “rooted” by its solitary outward pointing tail (which takes in ˇ ).
� Every one-loop graph  only has inward pointing tails, so W is a functional

only on ��.M /˝ gŒ1�.
� The connected graphs have at most one loop.
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4.2 The naive quantization has no analytic issues

It is a general fact that the weight W of a tree  is always well-defined. Hence, if
we run the RG flow modulo „ on the classical Chern–Simons action, we obtain a
well-defined functional.

The next step is to consider the weight of a one-loop graph. The following lemma is
specific to one-dimensional Chern–Simons, though similar computations hold true in
other dimensions (compare 14.3.1 of [15]).

Proposition 4.1 Let ICS denote classical interaction functional for one-dimensional
Chern–Simons on the L1–algebra g˚ g_Œ�2�. For all connected graphs  with one
loop, lim�!0 W .P

L
� ; ICS/ exists.

A preliminary step in the proof is the following structural result for perturbative Chern–
Simons theories on connections for the trivial bundle.

Lemma 4.2 The weight W .P
L
� ; ICS/ decomposes as a product

W .P
L
� ; ICS/DW g

 .P
L
� ; ICS/W

an
 .P

L
� ; ICS/;

where W g arises from contracting tensors in g and W an comes from contracting
tensors in C1.M /. Further, W

g
 .P

L
� ; ICS/ is independent of � or L.

Proof The weight of a graph W .P
L
� ; ICS/ is given by contracting tensors in

ED��.M /˝ .gŒ1�˚ g_Œ�1�/:

By considering the explicit presentation of the propagator (see Section 3.2), we see that
for each interior edge we are just integrating .Q�˝ 1/Kt , where Kt is the scalar heat
kernel tensor the Casimir of the L1–algebra. Hence we can contract in each factor
separately. Note that this is really a consequence of Œd; l1�D 0, which tells us that Kt

the kernel for D D ŒQ;Q�� is just a simple tensor.

Proposition 4.1 now follows from a Feynman diagram computation, which we have
relegated to Appendix F. In a nutshell, the analytic weight of a wheel leads to an
integral that is well-defined as �! 0, as is shown by some explicit if tedious calculus.

A consequence of Proposition 4.1 is that we obtain an effective field theory (although
it remains to show that it satisfies the QME).
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Definition 4.3 The naive quantization of ICS is the family of functionals InaiveŒL�D

I
.0/
naiveC„I

.1/
naive , where

I
.0/
naive D

X
2Trees

1

jAut  j
W .P

L
0 ; ICS/;

I
.1/
naive D

X
2One-loop graphs

1

jAut  j
W .P

L
0 ; ICS/:

By construction, I
.1/
naive is only a functional on ��˝ gŒ1�.

4.3 A symmetry of this theory

The simplicity of this quantization is striking, as a priori one might expect Feynman
diagrams with arbitrarily many loops to appear in the quantization. We provide here a
kind of structural explanation for this fortuitous simplicity, as it provides insight both
into the theory under consideration and into the question of how to construct classical
theories with one-loop quantizations.

Essentially, we only get one-loop graphs because the classical action functional of
Chern–Simons only depends linearly on ��

M
˝ g_Œ�1�.16 Moreover, the action of

Gm
17 by rescaling ��

M
˝ g_ is compatible with the RG flow and the BV structure.

Hence we can ask for quantizations that have the same Gm action as the classical
action functional.

Recall that
ED��M ˝ gŒ1�˚��M ˝ g_Œ�1�:

Let Gm act on E via z � .˛Cˇ/D ˛C z�1ˇ . Define an action of Gm on O.E/ with
�.z/W O.E/! O.E/ given by

.�.z/F /.�/D F.z�1
��/:

Notice that with this action of Gm , the classical action functional has weight one.
Indeed, Symn.��

M
˝ gŒ1�/ has weight zero for all n, and Symn.��

M
˝ g_Œ�1�/ has

weight �n. We extend �.z/ to an action on O.E/ŒŒ„�� by declaring „ to have weight
one. This weight is a natural consequence of the desire that the path integral be
Gm –invariant: heuristically, the integrand is exp.S=„/. Since the classical action has
weight 1, we scale „ to compensate. The following lemma, borrowed from [15], is
then a straightforward computation.

16Alternatively, we can view our theory as a sigma model with target T �Bg . Our action functional
then depends linearly on rescaling of the cotangent fibers.

17We use Gm because we can work with g over R or C , and we do not want to muddle the notation.
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Lemma 4.4 The following operations are Gm –invariant.
(1) The renormalization group flow operator W .PL

� ; � /W O.E/ŒŒ„��! O.E/ŒŒ„��.
(2) The differential QW O.E/ŒŒ„��! O.E/ŒŒ„��.
(3) The quantized differential yQL DQC„�L , where �L is the BV Laplacian.

Additionally we have the following.

Lemma 4.5 The BV bracket f � ; � gLW O.E/ŒŒ„��˝CŒŒ„��O.E/ŒŒ„��!O.E/ŒŒ„�� is of weight
�1. Hence, fICS; � g is of weight zero.

A quantization is Gm –invariant when I ŒL� has weight 1 with respect to the action �.
We can then ask what a Gm –invariant quantization would look like. By the following
proposition, if one exists, then only tree-level and one-loop Feynman diagrams appear
in the quantized action functional.

Proposition 4.6 Consider one-dimensional Chern–Simons on a circle S1 . If fI ŒL�g
is a Gm –invariant quantization, then for each

I ŒL�D
X

I .i/ŒL�„i
2 O.E/ŒŒ„��;

I .i/D 0 for i > 1 and further I .1/ lies in the subspace O.��
S1˝gŒ1�/� O.E/. In other

words, a Gm –invariant quantization only has one-loop terms.

Proof If I ŒL� has weight one then I .i/ must be of weight 1�i . There are no negative
weight spaces of O.E/, hence I .i/ D 0 for i > 1. Lastly, I .1/ must be of weight zero,
so indeed I .1/ 2 O.��

S1 ˝ gŒ1�/.

Remark This proposition works for the analogous Chern–Simons theory on arbitrary
compact n–manifolds.

5 The obstructions to satisfying the QME

We have found a Gm –invariant one-loop quantization fInaiveŒL�g, but this quantization
does not necessarily satisfy the quantum master equation (QME), as described in
Section 3.3. There is also an action of R on the domain by translation (or rotation, for
a circle), and we are interested in quantizations invariant under translation as well. By
definition, the obstruction to satisfying the QME at scale L is

O ŒL�D „�1
�
QInaiveŒL�C

1
2
fInaiveŒL�; InaiveŒL�gLC„�LInaiveŒL�

�
;

where f � ; � gL and �L are the scale L BV bracket and Laplacian respectively. We will
show in this section that this obstruction vanishes, and hence the naive quantization
gives a quantum BV theory.
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5.1 Reminder on obstructions

The space of local functionals Oloc.E/ is a graded vector space, and the operator
fSCS; � g D d C fICS; � g makes it into a cochain complex (since SCS satisfies the
classical master equation). We want to restrict attention to translation-invariant local
functionals, so from here on we will only work with the cochain complex Oloc.E/

R ,
where the superscript indicates invariance with respect to translation.18

As shown in [16], the obstruction element O ŒL� for any putative quantization of a
classical BV theory has the following properties: it is compatible with the RG flow,
its limit as L! 0 exists, and this limit is a local functional. We denote the L! 0

limit by
O 2 Oloc.�

�.M /˝ gŒ1�/R � Oloc.E/
R:

Our obstruction O is an element of cohomological degree 1 and is closed with respect
to the differential d CfICS; � g.

In order to find a quantization which satisfies the QME we need to find a trivialization
for O . Typically that entails finding an element J , where

J 2 Oloc.�
�.M /˝ gŒ1�/R

is of degree 0 such that QJ CfICS;J g DO . However, in our setting, we find that the
obstruction O vanishes in cohomology and no such J is necessary.

5.2 The obstruction-deformation complex

Recall that the BV bracket f � ; � g is actually a Poisson bracket of degree C1 and
since our action functional satisfies the classical master equation fS;Sg D 0, we
obtain a differential graded Lie algebra .Oloc.E/Œ�1�; fS; � g; f � ; � g/ by shifting the
obstruction-deformation complex down by one. It is proven in [17] that this dg Lie
algebra encodes a formal deformation problem: how to deform this classical BV theory
to infinitesimally nearby classical BV theories. In particular, first-order deformations
of our action functional S are classified by H 0.Oloc.E/Œ�1�/, and H�1.Oloc.E/Œ�1�/

describes the infinitesimal automorphisms of the theory (eg, conserved quantities).
As remarked in the preceding paragraph, the obstruction to BV quantization lives in
H 1.Oloc.E/Œ�1�/, a non-obvious but helpful fact.19

18More generally, if we put a group or Lie algebra as a superscript, we mean the invariant subspace.
19What makes this fact interesting is that it produces a relationship between two distinct moduli

problems. Every quantum BV theory has an associated classical BV theory by taking the „0 term of the
action functional. Thus, there is a map from the moduli functor of quantum BV theories to the moduli of
classical BV theories. The dg Lie algebra Oloc.E/Œ�1� describes the moduli of classical BV theories, but
it knows about trying to lift to quantum BV theories.
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In this paper, for consistency with the conventions of [16], we work with the obstruction-
deformation complex .Oloc.E/; fS; � g/ as just a cochain complex. This is justified as
our primary aim is to show the vanishing of the obstruction. The deformations of our
classical theory will be studied in future work.

We now compute the obstruction-deformation complex for our one-dimensional Chern–
Simons theory. Note that the computation does not depend on the choice of L1–algebra,
but does depend on the dimension of the domain (ie it depends on the fact that our
fields are forms on R with values in an L1–algebra).

The obstruction-deformation complex for us is

.Oloc.�
�.R/˝ gŒ1�/R;QCfICS; � g/;

as we only want to consider action functionals that are translation-invariant and Gm –
invariant. Since a local functional consists of a “Lagrangian” (ie a function on the
infinity-jet of a field) and a density on the base manifold, a translation-invariant local
functional must be constructed from a translation-invariant Lagrangian and a translation-
invariant density. On R, there is only a one-dimensional space of such densities, namely
R dx , where dx is the standard Lebesgue measure. Moreover, a translation-invariant
Lagrangian is determined by its behavior at one point in R. As the 1–jet of a field at
a point can be viewed as an element of the space gŒŒx; dx��, it is also easy to describe
the space of such Lagrangians.

It should thus come as no surprise that the obstruction-deformation complex is quasi-
isomorphic to a smaller complex given as the translation invariant forms on R tensored
with the reduced Chevalley–Eilenberg complex of the L1–algebra g.

Proposition 5.1 Let g be an L1–algebra. There is a quasi-isomorphism

.Oloc.�
�.R/˝ gŒ1�/R; d CfICS; � g/'�

�.R/RŒ1�˝R C �red.g/;

where the R action arises from translation on the base manifold R. In sum, the
obstruction-deformation complex is quasi-isomorphic to

C �red.g/˚C �red.g/Œ1�:

Proof A local functional is given by integrating a function on the 1–jets against a
density. Indeed, by Lemma 6.7.1 of Chapter 5 in [16], we have a quasi-isomorphism

.Oloc.�
�.R/˝ gŒ1�/=C1/R ' .DensR/

R
˝

L
RŒ@=@x� O.J.�

�.R/˝ g/0/=R;

where J.��.R/˝ g/0 indicates jets at 0 2 R and C1 is short hand notation for
“constant functions” in O.J.��.R/˝ g// (ie functionals on jets that are independent
of the jets themselves).
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The rightmost factor O.J.��.R/˝g/0/=R can be identified with the reduced Chevalley–
Eilenberg complex for g via the Poincaré lemma, as follows. At the origin 0 2 R,
we know that the fiber of jets J.��.R/˝ g/ can be identified with the L1–algebra
gŒŒx; dx��, where we include the exterior derivative as part of the differential. That is,

d.Yxn/D .dY /xn
C .�1/jY jYxn�1 dx

for any Y 2 g. Hence O.J.��.R/˝ g/0/ Š C �.gŒŒx; dx��/. The Poincaré lemma
on RŒŒx; dx�� then implies that C �.gŒŒx; dx��/ ' C �.g/. Alternatively, if we view g

as a trivial RŒ@=@x�–module, then the inclusion g ,! gŒŒx; dx�� is an RŒ@=@x�–linear
quasi-isomorphism of L1–algebras.

The only translation-invariant densities on R are of the form r dx for r 2R, so we
find

.Oloc.�
�.R/˝ gŒ1�/=C1/R 'R dx˝L

RŒ@=@x� C
�
red.g/:

We compute this derived tensor product by resolving R dx as a right RŒ@=@x�–module:

R˝R R
h
@

@x

i
ı
�!R dx˝R R

h
@

@x

i
;

r
�
@

@x

�k
7! r dx

�
@

@x

�kC1
:

Let .R�; ı/ denote this resolution. Then R�˝RŒ@=@x� C
�
red.g/ is equal to C �red.g/Œ1�˚

C �red.g/, as C �red.g/ has the trivial RŒ@=@x� action.

Corollary 5.2 The R–invariant obstruction-deformation complex is quasi-isomorphic
to �1

cl.Bg/˚�1
cl.Bg/Œ1�.

Remark By the closed 1–forms ��cl.Bg/, we mean the complex

�1 d
�!�2 d

�!�3
! � � � ;

ie the truncated de Rham complex.

Proof What remains is to make explicit the quasi-isomorphism C �red.g/'�
1
cl.Bg/.

Note that C �red.g/ is given by the two term complex

RŒ1�! O.Bg/;

where we denote by R the commutative dg algebra over which g is defined. Consider
the augmented de Rham complex

��aug.Bg/ WDRŒ1�! O.Bg/!�1.Bg/!�2.Bg/! � � � ;
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which is acyclic.20 There is a projection map ��aug.Bg/! C �red.g/ of the form

R

id
��

// �0

id
��

d // �1

��

d // �2

��

// � � �

R // �0 // 0 // 0 // � � �

whose kernel is precisely �1
cl . Thus we have an exact triangle of complexes �1

clŒ�1�!

��aug ! C �red where the middle term is acyclic. Hence we have an isomorphism
C �red!�1

cl by rotating the triangle.

5.3 Structural aspects of the obstruction theory

Here we deduce general results about the obstruction in Chern–Simons theory. The
results are very similar to those presented in [15, Section 16]. The main result is that
we can express the obstruction O as a sum over graphs with at most one loop (wheels
and trees). By decomposing the obstruction into the product of an analytic factor and
Lie-theoretic factor, we show that the total obstruction vanishes for one-dimensional
Chern–Simons theory with values in a L1–algebra of the form g˚ g_Œ�2�. In fact,
the obstruction vanishes for two independent reasons: the analytic factor is zero on the
nose, and the Lie-theoretic factor is cohomologically trivial!

Let  be a stable graph and e an edge of  that connects two distinct vertices. We
call such an e a non-loop edge Define

W;e.P
L
� ;K� �K0; ICS/ 2 O.E/

to be the weight of  , where we use ICS to weight vertices, we use PL
� to weight all

edges of  except e , and we use K� �K0 to weight e .

Proposition 5.3 The scale L obstruction can be expressed as

O ŒL�D
X


X
e a non-

loop edge

1

jAut. /j
lim
�!0

W;e.P
L
� ;K� �K0; ICS/;

where the sum is over all stable graphs  with at most one loop.

20In this setting, the de Rham complex can be viewed as a double complex, since the terms R , O.Bg/ ,
and so on, are themselves cochain complexes. If we filter by this “internal grading,” we get a spectral se-
quence whose initial page is simply the de Rham complex over the graded algebra R# of bSym.g_Œ�1�/ ,
without any internal differential. We can then apply the usual retraction to see that this first page is acyclic.
If we are working over a dg manifold – as we will later – then we are working sheaf-theoretically, so we
apply this same argument on small, contractible opens.
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In order to surmount the notational barrier, we split the proof into a sequence of lemmas.
We begin by recalling the compatibility between the RGE and the QME.

Lemma 5.4 [16, Lemma 5.11.1.1] Let ı be a parameter of cohomological degree
�1 and satisfy ı2 D 0. Fix � > 0. Given a functional I , let I ŒL� denote its image
W .PL

� ; I/ under RG flow. Then

QI ŒL�C 1
2
fI ŒL�; I ŒL�gLC„�LI ŒL�D

d

dı
W
�
PL
� ; I C ı

�
QI C 1

2
fI; Ig�C„��I

��
:

Lemma 5.5 For any � > 0, we have ��ICS D 0.

Proof This follows from the explicit form of K� , which, up to a constant, is given by

K� D �
�1=2ejx�yj2=�.dx˝ 1� 1˝ dy/˝Casg :

Each term in ��ICS consists of attaching an edge labeled by K� to two tails of a vertex
with at least two external tails. As there is only one vertex, the coordinates for the edge
coincide, x D y , and this contraction of tensors results in two terms which cancel.

Lemma 5.6 The scale L obstruction is given by

O ŒL�D „�1 lim
�!0

d

dı
W
�
PL
� ; ICSC ı

�
1
2
fICS; ICSg� �

1
2
fICS; ICSg0

��
;

where ı is a square zero parameter of cohomological degree �1.

Proof Recall (Section 3.4) that ICS satisfies the classical master equation

QICS D�
1
2
fICS; ICSg0:

Combining this result with the previous lemma, we see that

QICSC
1
2
fICS; ICSg�C„��ICS D�

1
2
fICS; ICSg0C

1
2
fICS; ICSg� :

Now InaiveŒL�D lim�!0 W .PL
� ; ICS/ and the obstruction is defined as

O ŒL�D „�1
�
QInaiveŒL�C

1
2
fInaiveŒL�; InaiveŒL�gLC„�LInaiveŒL�

�
;

so Lemma 5.4 completes the proof.

The following lemma completes the proof of Proposition 5.3.
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Lemma 5.7

„
�1 d

dı
W
�
PL
� ; ICSC ı

�
1
2
fICS; ICSg� �

1
2
fICS; ICSg0

��
D

X


X
e a non-

loop edge

1

jAut. /j
W;e.P

L
� ;K� �K0; ICS/:

Proof Because ı2 D 0, we know the ı–weighted part of the interaction term

ı
�

1
2
fICS; ICSg� �

1
2
fICS; ICSg0

�
appears on at most one vertex in any given graph in the computation of the RG flow.
Hence our strategy is to replace that vertex with two vertices, connected by an edge
labeled by K� �K0 .

Ik

K�

In

Figure 3

We have the equality fICS; ICSg� D ��.ICSICS/, where ��.ICSICS/ is a sum of
terms given as in Figure 3. The same is true for fICS; ICSg0 – that is, fICS; ICSg0 D

�0.ICSICS/ – and again we have an expansion as a sum of In and Ik connected via the
distribution K0 . Hence by combining the respective sums we can write fICS; ICSg� �

fICS; ICSg0 as a sum of terms of the form of Figure 4.

Hence we see that

„
�1 d

dı
W
�
PL
� ; ICSC ı

�
1
2
fICS; ICSg� �

1
2
fICS; ICSg0

��
is given by summing over all graphs  appearing in the RG flow and replacing the
ı–weighted part by two vertices connected with an edge labeled by K� �K0 , exactly
as claimed.
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Ik

K� �K0

In

Figure 4

As a consequence of Proposition 5.3, the obstruction O D limL!0 O ŒL� can be written
as a sum

O D
X
;e

O;e
def
D

X
;e

1

jAut. /j
lim
�!0

W;e.P
1
� ;K� �K0; ICS/;

where each term
O;eW

�
��.M /˝ g

�˝T . /
!C

can be decomposed as a product Oan
;e˝O

g
;e , where the analytic/Lie factor is a linear

map on the analytic/Lie factor, respectively. This decomposition lets us eliminate
certain factors by showing the analytic factor vanishes. Trees do not contribute to the
obstruction (they are never singular), so the �–limit is zero for a tree. Likewise, any
one-loop graph looks like a wheel with trees attached, so if the distinguished edge e

appears in one of the trees, then the �–limit is zero. Hence the relevant term of the
obstruction becomes

O 0 D
X
n�2

Oan
n ˝

� X
 a wheel with n vertices

e2 a non-loop edge

Og
;e

�
:

By “relevant” we mean that if O 0 vanishes, then the obstruction O vanishes. Here
we view the analytic obstruction as a distribution that only depends on the number of
vertices of any given wheel.

Proposition 5.8 In one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory, for each n� 2, the sumX
 a wheel with n vertices

e2 an edge

Og
;e
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is zero in H 1.�1
cl.Bg/˚�1

cl.Bg/Œ1�/, the first cohomology group of the deformation
obstruction complex. Consequently, in one-dimensional Chern–Simons with values in
a L1–algebra g˚ g_Œ�2�, the total obstruction O also vanishes.

Proof We compute below (Lemma 8.4) that by summing over all wheels  with n

vertices, we have X
;e

Og
;e D n!.�2� i/n chn.TBg/:

Now chn.TBg/ 2 H 2n�1.�1
cl.Bg// and by Corollary 5.2 any obstruction lives in

H 1.�1
cl.Bg//˚H 2.�1

cl.Bg//. Therefore, the Lie-theoretic obstruction must vanish.
The total obstruction is just some multiple of the Lie-theoretic obstruction and hence it
also vanishes.

Proposition 5.9 In one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory, for each n�2, the analytic
obstruction Oan

n is zero.

Proof For any wheel  , the limit lim�!0 W;e.P
1
� ;K� �K0; ICS/ is zero because

lim
�!0

W;e.P
1
� ;K�; ICS/D lim

�!0
W;e.P

1
� ;K0; ICS/

as distributions, which can be shown by direct computation.

Both propositions imply that our action functional satisfies the QME.

Corollary 5.10 For E D ��.M / ˝ .gŒ1� ˚ g_Œ�1�/, the pre-theory fInaiveŒL�g 2

OC.E/ŒŒ„�� (from Definition 4.3) is a BV theory.

We will denote the resulting theory by fI ŒL�g. As we have a one loop quantization,
we write

I ŒL�D I .0/ŒL�C„I .1/ŒL�;

where the superscript records how many loops appear in the Feynman diagrams of the
RG flow from I Œ0�D ICS to I ŒL�.

6 The Atiyah class and Koszul duality

In order to provide an elegant presentation of Theorem 8.5, we need to develop a bit of
machinery known as the Atiyah class. Its primary role for us is to construct a kind of
characteristic class, a process which we take up in the next section. We will elaborate
on how these constructions appear in the geometry of smooth manifolds in Part II of
this paper, where we extract the usual Chern classes by methods different than the
usual approaches with Atiyah classes.
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6.1 The definition

Let R D .R#; d/ be a commutative dg algebra over a base ring k . The underlying
graded algebra is denoted R# . We denote the Kähler differentials of R by �1

R
and let

ddRW R!�1
R

denote the universal derivation.

Definition 6.1 Let M be an R–module that is projective over R# . A connection on
M is a k –linear map rW M !M ˝R �

1
R

such that

r.r �m/D .ddRr/mC .�1/jr jrrm;

for all r 2R and m 2M .

A connection may not be compatible with the differential dM on M , and the Atiyah
class is precisely the obstruction to compatibility between r and the dg R–module
structure on M .

Definition 6.2 The Atiyah class of r is the class in �1
R
˝R EndR.M / given by

At.r/D Œr; d �Dr ı dM � d�1
R
˝RM ır:

This definition is quite abstract as stated, but it appears naturally in many contexts,
notably in work by Kapranov [35], Markarian [36], Calaque and van den Bergh [8],
Căldăraru [11; 10], Ramadoss [38], and Chen, Stiénon and Xu [13].

We now explain how the Atiyah class appears in the context of the Koszul duality
between Lie and commutative algebras. Eventually we will apply this formalism to
give an alternative approach to constructing characteristic classes of vector bundles.

Remark Atiyah [2] originally introduced this construction to measure the obstruction
to obtaining a holomorphic connection on a holomorphic bundle over a complex
manifold. Let X be a complex manifold, � W E! X a holomorphic vector bundle,
�0;�.X / the Dolbeault complex of X , and .�0;�.E/; x@/ the Dolbeault complex of
the bundle. Let

rW �0;�.E/!�1;�.X /˝�0;�.X /�
0;�.E/

be a C–linear map satisfying

r.f s/D .@f /sCf rs

for all f 2�0;�.X / and s 2�0;�.E/ (really it is enough to consider r on �0;0.E/).
The usual Atiyah class is Œr; x@� 2 �1;1.End.E//. Notice that if this Atiyah class
vanishes, then r is clearly a holomorphic connection. On a compact Kähler manifold,
Atiyah showed that traces of powers of the usual Atiyah class give the Chern classes
of E .
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6.2 Koszul duality and the Atiyah class

In the setting of L1–algebras, one sometimes takes the Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain
complex as the definition of the L1 structure, so it should be no surprise that there is a
natural way to strip off the Taylor components from the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex.
What we will show in this section is that

(1) the tangent bundle to Bg has a natural connection, and

(2) by taking derivatives of the Atiyah class for this connection, we recover the
brackets `n of the L1–algebra g.

This result is interesting from the point of view of deformation theory and Koszul
duality: it explains how the Atiyah class fits into this process. Namely, given an
augmented commutative dg algebra A, the Koszul dual L1–algebra gA should be
the shifted tangent complex TAŒ�1�, at the point given by the augmentation, equipped
with brackets by taking the Taylor terms of some Atiyah class. (For a modern, careful
treatment, we direct the reader to the discussion around Proposition 2.47 of [22], where
Francis gives broad generalizations of this relationship and connections with several
other mathematical themes in this paper. These ideas have a long history, of course,
starting at least with Grothendieck and Quillen. The relationship with the Atiyah class
already appears in the work of Illusie [33] on the cotangent complex, and Schlessinger
and Stasheff [39] on tangent cohomology.)

We will work with an arbitrary g–module M as it simplifies the formulas to distinguish
between M and g (for the tangent bundle, M is another copy of g, which can
be distracting). Consider the sections M of this module as a sheaf over Bg: it is
the C �.g/–module C �.g;M /. Forgetting the differentials, we see there is a natural
trivialization

C #.g;M /Š C #.g/˝k M;

as a C #.g/–module. This trivialization equips M with a connection

C #.g/˝k M !�1
Bg˝k M;

f ˝m 7! .ddRf /˝m:

Define At.M/ to be the Atiyah class for this connection.

The Atiyah class lives in �1
Bg.End M/Š C �.g; g_Œ�1�˝Endk.M //. We can thus

view it as a map
At.M/W TBg˝M!M

and ask for the Taylor coefficients as a section of Bg.
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Proposition 6.3 Given x 2 g, we obtain a vector field X on Bg by shifting the degree
of x . Let m be a section in M. We find

At.M/.X ˝m/D `2.x;m/C `3.x;x;m/C � � �C `n.x
˝n�1;m/C � � � :

Alternatively, we say that for X a vector field, m 2M, and x1; : : : ;xn;y 2 g,

@

@x1
� � �

@

@xn

ˇ̌̌
0

At.M/.X ˝m/D `nC2.x1; : : : ;xn;x;m/ 2 g;

where x 2 g is the shift of x .

Remark We know `1 via the differential on the tangent complex. This proposition
tells us how to recover `2 , `3 , and so on, but it does not return `0 .

Proof We pin down some useful notation that makes the proof straightforward.

By definition, OBg is the algebra C #.g/ D bSym.g_Œ�1�/ equipped with a degree 1

derivation21 @ whose homogeneous components

@nW g
_Œ�1�! Symn

�
g_Œ�1�

�
are dual to the n–fold brackets `n .

The Kähler differentials �1
Bg are thus bSym.g_Œ�1�/˝k

�
g_Œ�1�

�
with differential

ddRW f ˝x 7! @f ˝xC .�1/jf jf � ddR.@x/;

where f 2OBg and x2g_Œ�1�. Here ddRW OBg!�1
Bg denotes the universal derivation

ddRW x 7! 1˝x for x 2 g_Œ�1�. Note that ddR ıddR D ddR ı@. From here on, we will
denote 1˝x by dx and f ˝x by f dx .

We now need to describe the dg module of sections M. The underlying module is

bSym.g_Œ�1�/˝M

and the differential has the form d D @˝ 1M C dM , where dM encodes the action of
g on M . Fixing a basis fxj g for g and the dual basis fxj g for g_ , we can express
dM as

dM .f ˝m/D
X

j

xj �f ˝ `2.x
j ;m/C

X
j1;j2

xj1
xj2
�f ˝ `3.x

j1 ;xj2 ;m/C � � �

C

X
j1;:::;jn

.xj1
� � �xjn

/ �f ˝ `nC1.x
j1 ; : : : ;xjn ;m/C � � � :

21There are so many d ’s floating around that we switch notation as an aid to clarity.
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Similarly, �1
Bg˝OBg M consists of

bSym.g_Œ�1�/˝ g_Œ�1�˝M

with differential d D ddR˝ 1M C dM ˝ 1g_Œ�1� .22 For instance,

d.dx˝m/D ddR@x˝mC
X

n

X
j1;:::;jn

.xj1
� � �xjn

/ dx˝ `nC1.x
j1 ; : : : ;xjn ;m/:

With these definitions in hand, we see that the Atiyah class for M is

Œr; d �

D .ddR˝ 1M / ı .@˝ 1M C dM /� .ddR˝ 1M C dM ˝ 1g_Œ�1�/ ı .ddR˝ 1M /

D .ddR ı @� ddR ı ddR/˝ 1M C .ddR˝ 1M / ı dM � .dM ˝ 1g_Œ�1�/ ı .ddR˝ 1M /

D ŒddR; dM �;

using the compatibility of @, ddR and ddR .

Observe that the Atiyah class sends 1˝m to

ddR

�X
n

X
j1;:::;jn

.xj1
� � �xjn

/˝ `nC1.x
j1 ; : : : ;xjn ;m/

�
:

If we “evaluate this sum at zero”, this means we take the constant term of the expression
above, which is X

j

dxj ˝ `2.x
j ;m/:

This element sends a vector field X , given by the shift of an element x 2 g, to `2.x;m/.

Taking higher derivatives of this expression and evaluating at zero recovers all the data
of the brackets `n .

6.3 Useful facts about the Atiyah class

We establish here several facts that we will find useful later. We now fix notation that
we use throughout this section.

Denote the differential on R by dR . Let M be a free R# –module23 and fix a basis
so that the differential dM has the form dR C A, where A 2 Hom1

R.M;M / and
dRACA2 D 0. Let r denote a connection on M , which has the form ddR C B

22This notation is meant to indicate that we use the differential for 1–forms without changing the
section of M and then we use the differential for the section without changing the 1–form.

23Our results imply the relevant results for finitely generated projective R# –modules.
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with respect to the basis on M , where B 2 Hom0.M; �1 ˝R M /. We denote the
differential on �1

R
by d�1 , and hence the differential on �1

R
˝R M is d�1 CA.

Lemma 6.4 The Atiyah class At.r/, with respect to the basis we have fixed on
M , has the form ddRA � d�1B � ŒA;B�. Alternatively, we express it as ddRA �

d�1˝End M B .

Proof This is a straightforward computation.

At.r/

D .ddRCB/.dRCA/� .d�1 CA/.ddRCB/

D .ddR ı dRC ddR ıACB ı dRCBA/� .d�1 ı ddRC d�1 ıBCA ı ddRCAB/

D ŒddR; d �C ddR.A/� d�1.B/C ŒB;A�

D ddRA� d�1
R
˝REnd.M /.B/:

Here d denotes the differential either on R or on �1
R

, and the commutator ŒddR; d �

vanishes by construction.

Corollary 6.5 The Atiyah class is closed: d�1˝End M At.r/D 0.

Proof Recall dRACA2 D 0. We compute

d�1˝End M At.r/D d�1˝End M ddRA� d2
�1˝End M

B D d�1ddRAC ŒA; ddRA�

D ddRdRAC ŒA; ddRA�D ddR.�A2/C ŒA; ddRA�

D�.ddRA/ACA.ddRA/C ŒA; ddRA�D 0;

as ddR satisfies the Leibniz rule.

In analogy with geometry, the de Rham differential ddR extends to a complex ��
R

,
with exterior derivative ddRW �

k
R
! �kC1

R
such that Œd; ddR� D 0, where d denotes

the differential on the R–modules �k
R

.

We are now led to the following question: what if r equips M with a flat connection,
so that r2 D 0? In that case, r makes ��

R
˝R M a cochain complex over R# , the

underlying graded algebra. Hence the Atiyah class is the obstruction to making M

a “vector bundle with flat connection” over the space described by R. This situation
is precisely what appears in our jet-bundle approach to the Chern–Weil construction
of characteristic classes in Section 11. The Atiyah class will play the same role that
the curvature usually does because it will be precisely the obstruction to making the
connection flat.
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In this situation, we have a natural analogue of the Bianchi identity. Recall that a
connection r on M induces a connection rEnd on End M . If r D ddRCB in our
basis, then rEnd D ddRC ŒB; � �.

Proposition 6.6 If r2 D 0, then At.r/ is a horizontal section of ��
R
˝R End M .

More explicitly,
r

End At.r/D 0:

Proof We compute

r
End At.r/D ddR At.r/C ŒB;At.r/�

D d2
dRA� ddRd�1˝End M BC ŒB; ddRA�� ŒB; d�1˝End M B�:

Now we need some useful cancellations. Clearly, d2
dRAD 0.

Next, observe that

ddRd�1˝End M B D ddRd�1BC ddRŒA;B�D d�2ddRBC ŒddRA;B�� ŒA; ddRB�;

and since r2 D ddRBCB2 D 0, we continue

D d�2.�B2/C ŒddRA;B�� ŒA; ddRB�D�ŒB; d�1B�C ŒddRA;B�� ŒA; ddRB�:

Another computation shows

ŒB; d�1˝End M B�D ŒB; d�1B�C ŒB; ŒA;B� �D ŒB; d�1B�C 1
2
ŒA; ŒB;B� �

by the Jacobi identity.

Putting these computations together, we find

r
End At.r/

D d2
dRA� ddRd�1˝End M BC ŒB; ddRA�� ŒB; d�1˝End M B�

D .ŒB; d�1B�� ŒddRA;B�C ŒA; ddRB�/C ŒB; ddRA�� .ŒB; d�1B�C ŒB; ŒA;B� �/

D ŒA; ddRB�� 1
2
ŒA; ŒB;B� �D 0;

as r2 D 0.

7 Characters in geometry and Lie theory

In representation theory, the character of a representation is one of the most useful
invariants; in geometry, the Chern character of a bundle is likewise one of the most
useful invariants. In this section, we want to exhibit how Koszul duality provides an
approach to characters that includes both of these cases.
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Definition 7.1 The Chern character of a connection r is

ch.r/ WD Tr exp
�

At.r/
�2� i

�
:

We let chk.r/ denote the homogeneous component of ch.r/ in �k
R

. Hence

chk.r/D Tr
�

1

k!.�2� i/k
At.r/k

�
:

As stated, the Chern character is an element in ��
R

of mixed degree, but it is more natural
(as we explain below) to make it homogeneous by forcing At.r/ to be homogeneous
as follows. Observe that At.r/ lives in �1

R
˝R End M , and it has degree 1. We can

identify it with a degree 0 element if we instead view it as living in �1
R
˝R End M Œ1�.

In that case, the powers At.r/k live in �k
R
˝R End M Œk� and have degree 0. The

Chern character ch.r/ is then a homogeneous, degree 0 element of
L

k �
k
R
Œk�, which

we will denote as ���
R

. From the perspective of derived geometry, this setting is more
natural since we only access homogeneous elements when we work functorially (cf
Bernstein’s discussion of the “even rules” principle in [18]).

There is another conceptual reason to work with the algebra ���
R

, as explained by
Toën and Vezzosi [40], and Ben-Zvi and Nadler [3]. This algebra is the structure sheaf
of the derived loop space LX for a derived scheme X . Given a loop  in X , we
can pull back the bundle M on X to a bundle on S1

dR , which is locally constant by
construction. The monodromy around  defines an endomorphism of M and the trace
of this monodromy is the value of ch.M / at this point  2 LX . In fact, this function
ch.M / is equivariant under rotation under loops and hence lives in O.LX /S

1

, which
can be identified with the even de Rham cohomology of X .

In this paper, we are giving a construction of ch.M / in the style of Chern–Weil (ie via
connections), and there is a condition for ch.r/ to agree with ch.M /. In essence, this
condition is that the parallel translation via our connection is locally constant along a
loop. This condition is obstructed for a generic choice of connection, since the Chern
classes chk.r/ are always closed under d�k but not always closed under ddR . The
following result follows directly from our work in the previous section.

Corollary 7.2 If r2 D 0, then the Chern classes chk.r/ are closed under ddR

and d�k .

Proof Both of these follow straightforwardly from our work in the preceding section,
and we use the same notation as above. All the work here is about understanding what
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happens when we pull an operator like ddR or d�k past trace. The arguments are
completely analogous, so we only give one.

Observe that once we fix a basis for M , we have a natural way to write endomorphisms
as matrices and thus we can define ddRX for X 2�k ˝End M . In consequence, we
see ddR Tr X D Tr ddRX . Thus we find

TrrEndX D Tr ddRX CTrŒB;X �D Tr ddRX D ddR Tr X:

Here rEnd D ddRC ŒB; � � denotes the induced connection on End M . We also use the
fact that trace vanishes on commutators.

We thus find

ddR Tr At.r/k D TrrEnd At.r/k D 0;

since rEnd satisfies the Leibniz rule and rEnd At.r/D 0 by Proposition 6.6.

7.1 The character in Lie theory

Although it is not necessary for the rest of the paper, the reader might find it helpful
to understand how this notion of character appears in Lie theory. Let g be a Lie
algebra in the usual sense, such as sl2 . In that case, the derived loop space of Bg is
the derived adjoint quotient g=g, whose ring of functions is C �.g; bSym g_/, where
g acts on bSym g_ by the coadjoint action and its symmetric powers. The degree 0

cohomology is then .bSym g_/g , and (at least when g is semisimple) this ring is
isomorphic to .bSym h_/W , where h is a Cartan and W is the Weyl group. This ring
is isomorphic to the (ungraded and completed) cohomology of the classifying space
BG , and hence is a natural target of the equivariant Chern character. More explicitly,
the equivariant K–theory KG.pt/ is the representation ring of G , and we compose the
Atiyah–Segal completion map with the Chern character

KG.pt/˝Q!K.BG/˝Q! yH�.BG;Q/

to define a character for each G –representation.

For any g–module M , there is a canonical connection rM induced by the natural
C #.g/ splitting C #.g;M /Š C #.g/˝M . This Chern character ch.rM / agrees with
the Chern character applied to M as a bundle over BG , under the isomorphism
described above.
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8 The global observables

Our goal in this section is to provide a conceptual, geometric interpretation of the
BV quantization we have constructed for Chern–Simons, and we use the language of
observables, which we now discuss, to provide that interpretation.

8.1 Reminder on observables

Since studying a classical field theory amounts to studying the space of solutions to some
system of PDE, all the information of the field theory is encoded in the commutative
algebra of functions on the space of solutions. Any imaginable measurement of the
physical system described by the theory yields an element of this algebra: to some
field, it returns the value of the measurement on that field. Thus we call this algebra
the classical observables for the theory. In our case, classical Chern–Simons describes
the derived loop space LT �Bg, and the classical observables are the commutative dg
algebra

Obscl
WD
�bSym

�
.��.S1/˝ .gŒ1�˚ g_Œ�1�//_

�
; QCfICS; � g

�
:

Note that our observables are the power series constructed out of the distributions dual
to our fields ��.S1/˝.gŒ1�˚g_Œ�1�/; this has the flavor of formal algebraic geometry,
since we only want to study fields that are infinitesimally close to the zero field (which
is a solution to our Euler–Lagrange equations). The differential QCfICS; � g encodes
the Maurer–Cartan equation for g˚ g_Œ�2�–connections.

The BV quantization leads to a deformation of this algebra into just a cochain complex.24

In particular, at scale L, we have the following cochain complex

Obsq
L
WD
�bSym

�
.��.S1/˝ .gŒ1�˚ g_Œ�1�//_

�
ŒŒ„��; QCfInaiveŒL�; � gC„�L

�
:

We call this complex the quantum observables at scale L. The RG flow W .PL
`
/; � /

defines a quasi-isomorphism between Obsq

`
and Obsq

L
. In our case, since our base

manifold is closed, we can consider the scale 1 observables and this complex is
quasi-isomorphic to the observables at finite scale.25

Something striking happens at scale 1: there is a much smaller cochain complex
which is homotopy equivalent to Obsq

1 . We construct it as follows. Due to our choice
of a gauge-fixing operator Q� , we get a decomposition of the fields E into eigenspaces

24More accurately, we construct a Beilinson–Drinfeld algebra, which interpolates between a commuta-
tive algebra and a plain complex. See [14] and [17] for discussion of this notion.

25One should view running the RG flow from scale 0 to scale 1 as taking the full path integral or,
more precisely, as integrating out all the fields spanned by the nonzero modes of the free theory.
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E� of the operator D D ŒQ;Q��, where the eigenvalues f�g form a discrete subset of
the nonnegative reals (here we use the fact that our base manifold is closed). We call
HD E0 the harmonic fields, in analogy with Hodge theory. Notice that the operator
limt!1 e�tD is simply projection on H , since all nonzero eigenfunctions are damped
to zero, and thus its kernel K1 lives in H˝H . Hence both the bracket f � ; � g1 and
the BV Laplacian �1 vanish except on functions that depend on the harmonic fields.
Let f � ; � gH and �H denote these operators restricted to bSym.H_/ŒŒ„��. Then we have
a homotopy equivalence�bSym.H_/ŒŒ„��; fI Œ1�; � gHC„�H

� '
,! Obsq

1 :

We can make the left-hand side more explicit and easier to interpret.

It remains to understand the differential on bSym.H_/ŒŒ„��. As a first step, we show the
following lemma, where we ignore the „–dependent terms.

Lemma 8.1 There is an isomorphism of cochain complexes�bSym.H_/; fI .0/Œ1�; � gH
�
Š���.T �Bg/;

as C �.g˚ g_Œ�2�/–modules. In other words, the global classical observables are the
(negatively graded) de Rham forms on T �Bg.

Proof Fix an isometry class of metric on S1 , ie fix the length of the circle (say a
length `) and think of S1 as R=`Z with volume form d� D .1=`/ dx , with x the
coordinate on R. Then by definition,

HDCŒd��˝
�
gŒ1�˚ g_Œ�1�

�
;

where d� is viewed as a square zero, cohomological degree C1 element. Hence

bSym.H_/D bSym..CŒd��˝ gŒ1�/_/˝ bSym..CŒd��˝ g_Œ�1�/_/:

But this complex has a description in the language of dg manifolds.

Observe that CŒd��˝ gŒ1� is simply gŒ1�˚ g, so

bSym..CŒd��˝ gŒ1�/_/D bSym.g_Œ�1�/˝ bSym.g_/:

Now observe that

�1.Bg/D �.Bg;T �Bg/Š C ].g/˝ g_Œ�1�;

as C ].g/–modules, and more generally,

�k.Bg/Š C ].g/˝Symk.g_/Œ�k�:
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Thus we have an equivalence of C ].g/–modules

���.Bg/Š C ].g/˝ bSym.g_/D bSym..CŒd��˝ gŒ1�/_/:

Extending this argument by viewing g˚ g_Œ�2� as an L1 algebra, we see that

bSym.H_/Š���.T �Bg/

as C ].g˚ g_Œ�2�/–modules.

The interaction term I .0/Œ1� is given by summing over all trees where the vertices
are labeled by ICS and the edges are labeled by the propagator P .0;1/. Since
P .0;1/DQ�K1 , we see that P .0;1/D 0 because Q� acts by zero on H . Any
tree with an internal edge must have then weight zero. Thus I .0/Œ1�

ˇ̌
H is simply ICS .

Thus we recover the usual Chevalley–Eilenberg complexes.

Remark Recall that the one-loop term I .1/ of the quantized action only depends
on ��.S1/˝ gŒ1� and vanishes on terms depending on g_Œ�1�. Hence, by our work
above, we see that I .1/Œ1� restricts to a function on CŒd��˝ gŒ1�. In other words,
I .1/Œ1� lives in ���.Bg/.

8.2 A crucial property of the one-loop Feynman diagrams

Our goal now is to understand the one-loop interaction term I .1/Œ1� restricted to
H , and here we will see why the Atiyah class is so useful. First, we will show that
wheels are the only connected graphs that contribute, and, second, we will show how
to organize the sum over wheels into something conceptually meaningful.

Lemma 8.2 For a connected one-loop graph  that is not a wheel (ie a graph which
consists of a wheel with trees attached), the graph weight W .P .0;1/; I/ is zero
on H .

Proof As shown in the preceding lemma about trees, the propagator P .0;1/ is zero
on fields in H . Hence any tree with an internal edge will vanish on a harmonic field.
Plugging zero into a wheel yields zero as well.

It remains to understand the graph weight of wheels. As discussed earlier, the weight
of every graph decomposes into a product of an analytic and a Lie-theoretic part:
W DW an

 �W
Lie
 . We will analyze these two aspects separately. It is crucial to bear

in mind that the weight of a wheel can be viewed as the trace of the operator described
by the propagator that labels the internal edges.
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The analytic part is particularly easy to understand. In the analytic part of the interaction
term ICS , the homogeneous degree k component .ICS/k simply consists of wedging
k differential forms on S1 and then integrating over S1 . Now that we have described
the vertices in a wheel, it remains to describe the internal edges.

Fix a length ` and identify S1 with R=`Z. Fix the volume form dz D .1=2� i`/ dx ,
where x denotes the coordinate on R.26 Let d� denote the operator f dx 7! df=dx

on R and descend it to S1 ; then D D d2=dx2 , the usual Laplacian on R, and again
descend it to S1 .We let D�1 be zero on harmonic fields and the inverse to D on the
orthogonal complement.

Lemma 8.3 For any wheel with one internal vertex, the analytic graph weight vanishes.
For a wheel  with n > 1 internal vertices and N external legs, the analytic graph
weight W an

 on a harmonic field ˛ is

Tr
��

1

2� i`

d

dx
D�1

�n� Z
S1

�
˛N

�
:

Further,

Tr
��

1

2� i`

d

dx
D�1

�n�
D

1

.2�/2n

X
k2Z;k¤0

1

kn
:

Thus, the trace is 2
.2�/2n �.n/, where � denotes the Riemann zeta function.

Note that for n odd, the analytic weight vanishes as
P

k2Znf0g 1=kn D 0 for n odd.

Proof The proof amounts to unpacking our definitions and then using Fourier series.
We need to show that the propagator P .0;1/ corresponds to the operator 1

`
d

dx
D�1

and that the graph weight separates the input harmonic form term from the trace term.

The propagator P .0;1/ is an element of ��
S1 ˝�

�

S1 of cohomological degree 0,
constructed as follows. Let Kscalar

t denote the heat kernel corresponding to the opera-
tor e�tD : �

e�tDf
�
.x/D

Z
S1

Kscalar
t .x;y/f .y/ dy

for a function f on S1 . We have an isomorphism

ˆW C1.S1/˝CŒdz�!��
S1 ;

f dz 7!
1

2� i`
f dx:

26We make the possibly peculiar-looking choice to give the circle the “volume” 1=2� i because it
makes the end result in Theorem 8.5 look the nicest.
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The kernel Kt is then Kscalar
t .dz˝ 1� 1˝ dz/, and so

P .0;1/D d�
Z 1

0

Kt dt D
1

2� i`

d

dx

Z 1
0

Kscalar
t dt:

This kernel defines an operator that we denote 1
2�i`

d
dx

D�1 , as the integral
R1

0 Kscalar
t dt

corresponds to the inverse of D on functions that are not harmonic. By construction,
this operator is zero on harmonic functions. More explicitly, the functions fe2�ikx=`g,
with k 2 Z, are the eigenfunctions of D , so

1

2� i`

d

dx
D�1.e2� ikx=`/D

1

.2�/2k
eikx=`

for k ¤ 0.

Note that since 1
2�i`

d
dx

D�1 vanishes on harmonic fields, we know that

1

2� i`

d

dx
D�1.fg/D f �

1

2� i`

d

dx
D�1.g/

for f harmonic. Hence, the behavior of the internal edges is independent of the inputs
to the external legs. The contribution of the internal edges to the overall weight is
computed by orienting the vertices cyclically, viewing the propagator as the operator

1
2�i`

d
dx

D�1 , and taking the trace of the n–fold composition of this operator.

The case nD 1 is slightly different as �.1/ is divergent. However, it is straightforward
to show that if we use the propagator PL

� for any L> � > 0, the graph weight is zero,
so the limit as �! 0 and L!1 is also zero.

We now consider the Lie-theoretic weight of a wheel. In this case, a vertex with kC 1

legs corresponds to the bracket `k , and so we have no easy simplification analogous
to that for the analytic weight. However, recall that the Atiyah class of TBg is the
endomorphism of g given essentially by summing over all `k for k � 2. Hence we
obtain the following useful lemma.

Lemma 8.4 Let Casg denote the Lie-theoretic part of the propagator (see Definition
3.1). Then for ˛ 2 gŒ1�˚ g_Œ1�,X

 is a wheel
with n vertices

„

jAut  j
W Lie
 .Casg; ICS/.˛/D

1

n
Tr
�
.At.TBg//

n
�
.˛/:

Using our definition of the Chern character in Section 7, we express this sum of
weights as

.n� 1/!.�2� i/n chn.TBg/.˛/:
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Proof We use the correspondence between the propagator Casg and the identity
operator. A cyclic ordering of vertices lets us identify the sum of the graph weights
(for graphs with this ordering of vertices) with the trace of .At.TBg//

n . We divide by
n because the ordering of vertices leads to an n–fold overcounting of the actual sum
of graph weights that we desire.

8.3 The main theorem

We now use the preceding lemmas to identify the image of I .1/Œ1� in ���.Bg/.
Recall that (following Hirzebruch [31]) the Todd class can be defined in terms of Chern
classes by the power series Q.x/ and the yA class is given in Pontryagin classes via
P .x/, where

Q.x/D
x

1� e�x
and P .x/D

x=2

sinh x=2
:

We define a new power series by log.Q.x// � x=2 and denote the corresponding
characteristic class by log.e�c1=2 Td/. We have an equivalence of power series (see
[34] and Hirzebruch, Berger and Jung [32])

(8-1) log
� x

1� e�x

�
�

x

2
D

X
k�1

2�.2k/
x2k

2k.2� i/2k
;

where � is the Riemann zeta function.

Theorem 8.5 For one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory with values in the L1–
algebra g˚ g_Œ�2�, the scale 1 interaction term I .1/Œ1� encodes the Todd class of
Bg when restricted to harmonic fields H . More precisely, we have

I .1/Œ1�
ˇ̌
H D

X
k�1

�
2.2k � 1/!

.2�/2k
�.2k/ ch2k.TBg/

�
D log.e�c1.TBg/=2 Td.TBg// 2�

��.Bg/:

Proof First, consider the sum of weights over all wheels with n vertices. We findX
 is a wheel

with n vertices

1

jAut  j
W .P .0;1/; ICS/D

X


1

jAut  j
W an
 W Lie



and by our lemmas above, we obtain

D
2

.2� i/2n
�.n/ � .n� 1/!.�2� i/n chn.TBg/D

2�.n/ � .n� 1/!

.2� i/n
chn.TBg/:
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For n odd, this vanishes, as the analytic weight vanishes.

We now use standard arguments about characteristic classes. For a sum of complex
line bundles E DL1˚ � � �˚Ln , the Todd class is

Td.E/DQ.c1.L1// � � �Q.c1.Ln//:

Thus, Equation (8-1) tells us

log.e�c1.E/=2 Td.E//D
X
k�1

2�.2k/

2k.2� i/2k
.c1.L1/

2k
C � � �C c1.Ln/

2k/:

As ch2k.E/D .c1.L1/
2k C � � � C c1.Ln/

2k/=.2k/!, we obtain a general formula for
an arbitrary bundle E ,

log.e�c1.E/=2 Td.E//D
X
k�1

2�.2k/

2k.2� i/2k
.2k/! ch2k.E/:

This formula combines with our computation of the graph weights to yield the theorem.

At first glance, e�c1=2 Td.x/ does not seem to be an even power series and hence only
seems to define a complex genus. However, as we saw above, it actually is even and
thus defines a real genus via standard arguments going back to Hirzebruch. Further,
considered as a characteristic class for real bundles e�c1.E/=2 Td.E/ agrees with yA.E/
(see Gilkey [27] or Hirzebruch, Berger and Jung [32] for an index theoretic explanation).
The following is then immediate.

Corollary 8.6 The scale infinity effective action functional in one-dimensional Chern–
Simons theory is given by the logarithm of the yA class. That is,

I .1/Œ1�jH D log. yA.TBg// 2�
��.Bg/:

Part II Topological quantum mechanics

So far we have studied a field theory arising from a Lie algebra or an L1–algebra – its
homotopical generalization – but as geometers, we would also like to study nonlinear
sigma models. Our goal in this part is to apply our methods to a certain nonlinear
sigma model. A priori, gauge theories and sigma models look quite different, but the
Koszul duality between commutative and Lie algebras provides a method for rewriting
a certain simple sigma model as a Chern–Simons theory. As a consequence, we can
reinterpret Theorem 8.5 for a sigma model with target smooth manifold X .
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Our theorem relates the global observables of our theory to a deformed version of
the de Rham complex of T �X . Because our underlying classical fields are related to
the loop space of T �X , it is no surprise that we end up working with the negative
cyclic homology of T �X , which we identify with .���.T �X /ŒŒu��;ud/, where u is a
formal variable of cohomological degree 2 and d denotes the exterior derivative with
cohomological degree �1. Our deformation of the differential involves the yA class of
X in a form modified to work with the negative cyclic homology: let yAu.X / denote
the element in negative cyclic homology obtained by replacing chk.X / by uk chk.X /

wherever it appears in the usual yA class.

Theorem 8.7 There exists a quantization of a nonlinear sigma model from the circle
S1 into T �Œ0�X , where X is a smooth manifold. Only 1–loop Feynman diagrams
appear in the quantization. The solutions to the Euler–Lagrange equations consist of
constant maps into T �Œ0�X . The S1 –invariant global quantum observables over S1

form a cochain complex quasi-isomorphic to the following deformation of the negative
cyclic homology of T �X :

.���.T �X /ŒŒu��ŒŒ„��; ud C„L� C„flog. yAu.X //; � g/;

where L� denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the canonical Poisson bivector �
on T �X .

Remark If we worked with a complex manifold instead of a smooth manifold, in the
style of Costello’s work on the Witten genus, we would recover the Todd genus instead
and could avoid working with cyclic homology.

We will show that this theorem follows from Theorem 8.5. First, we show how to
encode the smooth manifold X as BgX , where gX is an L1–algebra, and hence
T �Œ0�X as T �BgX . This result lets us apply our results from Part I. Then we explain
how this QFT relates to the usual sigma model, known as the “free particle in X ”. The
only work that remains to prove the theorem is to show that yAu.X / actually arises by
using BgX . At the end, we explain how the theorem above relates to Theorem 1.3
stated in the introduction.

9 Koszul duality and formal geometry

We would like to encode the smooth geometry of the manifold X in the language of
L1–algebras, as this would allow us to apply Chern–Simons theory. We construct
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such an L1–algebra from the perspective of dg manifolds.27 It turns out that this
construction fits nicely with the language of formal geometry. In fact, this perspective
informed Costello’s construction in [15], from which we draw inspiration.

9.1 Encoding a smooth manifold as an L1–algebra

Consider the canonical map of dg manifolds X ! XdR arising from the quotient
map of commutative dg algebras �X ! C1

X
. This map identifies points in X that

are infinitesimally close, so a fiber of the map essentially looks like an infinitesimal
neighborhood of a point in X . Since the functions on an infinitesimal disk look like
formal power series, we thus expect that the structure sheaf of X , as a space over XdR ,
looks like the sheaf J of 1–jets of smooth functions, or rather the de Rham complex
of that DX –module. The sheaf of jets looks huge as a sheaf of vector spaces but it is
of manageable size as a C1

X
–module, so we can apply Koszul duality to encode the

de Rham complex of jets using an L1–algebra.

The following lemma makes the heuristic picture above precise.28

Lemma 9.1 There is a curved L1–algebra gX over �X , with nilpotent ideal �>0
X

,
canonical up to a contractible choice, such that:

(1) gX Š TX Œ�1�˝C1
X
�#

X
as an �#

X
–module

(2) C �.gX /Š dR.J/ as commutative �X –algebras

(3) C �.gX /' C1
X

as �X –modules

Proof We need to show that we can equip bSymC1
X
.T _

X
/˝C1

X
�X with a degree 1

derivation d such that d2 D 0 (this is the curved L1–structure) and such that this
Chevalley–Eilenberg complex is quasi-isomorphic to C1

X
as an �X –module. In this

process we will see the second property explicitly.

We start by working with DX –modules and then use the de Rham functor to translate
our constructions to �X –modules. Consider the sheaf J of infinite jets of smooth
functions. Observe that there is a natural descending filtration on J by “order of
vanishing.” To see this explicitly, note that the fiber of J at a point x is isomorphic
(after picking local coordinates x1; : : : ;xn ) to CŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��, and we can filter this
vector space by powers of the ideal m D .x1; : : : ;xn/. We define FkJ to be those
sections of J which live in mk for every point. This filtration is not preserved by

27The discussion from here on will use the language of jets, D –modules, and dg manifolds quite
heavily, so we encourage the reader to skim the appendices for our conventions.

28This result is a direct analogue of a lemma from [15].
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the flat connection, but the connection does send a section in FkJ to a section of
Fk�1J˝C1

X
�1

X
.

Observe that F1J=F2J Š �1
X

, because the first-order jets of a function encode its
exterior derivative. Moreover, FkJ=FkC1JŠ Symk.�1

x/ for similar reasons. Pick a
splitting of the map F1J!�1

X
as C1

X
–modules; we denote the splitting by � . (Note

that there is a contractible space of such splittings; see the discussion below.) By the
universal property of the symmetric algebra, we get a map of non unital C1

X
–algebras

that is, in fact, an isomorphism

Sym>0
C1

X
.�1

X /
Š
�! F1J:

Now both bSymC1
X
.�1

x/ and J are augmented C1
X

algebras with augmentations

pW bSymC1
X
.�1

X /! Sym0
D C1X and qW J! J=F1JŠ C1X :

Further, Sym>0
C1

X
.�1

X
/ D ker p and F1J D ker q , so we obtain an isomorphism of

C1
X

–algebras
bSymC1

X
.�1

X /
Š�
��! J

by extending the previous isomorphism by the identity on Sym0
C1

X
and J=F1J.

The preceding discussion is just one instance of the equivalence of categories between
commutative non unital A–algebras and commutative augmented A–algebras for A

any commutative algebra.

We then equip bSym.�1
X
/ with the flat connection for J, via the isomorphism, thus mak-

ing it into a DX –algebra. Applying the de Rham functor dR, we get an isomorphism
of �X –algebras

bSymC1
X
.�1

X /˝C1
X
�X

Š�
��! J˝C1

X
�X :

Recall that the symmetric algebra is compatible with base change, that is

bSymC1
X
.�1

X /˝C1
X
�
]
X
D bSym

�
]

X

.�1
X ˝C1

X
�
]
X
/

Š bSym
�
]

X

�
.TX Œ�1�˝C1

X
�
]
X
/_Œ�1�

�
;

where we dualize over �]
X

. Via the de Rham functor we have constructed a derivation
on this completed symmetric algebra defining the L1–structure over �X .

Finally, the third property follows immediately from a standard argument that the
cohomology of the de Rham complex of jets is concentrated in degree 0 (see Cattaneo,
Felder and Tomassini [12]).
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That the space of splittings of the jet sequence

0 // F2J // F1J // �1
X

//

�
vv

0

is non-empty and contractible is known. One proof is provided by Grady [29]; see also
the work of Chen, Stienon and Xu [13]. Further, in [29] it is shown that the assignment
X 7! gX is in a certain sense functorial.

9.2 Relation to Gel 0 fand–Každan formal geometry

The construction in the previous subsection can also be motivated via the approach to
formal geometry going back to Gel 0 fand, Každan and Fuks (see Gel 0 fand and Každan
[24], Gel 0 fand, Každan and Fuks [25], and Bernšteı̆n and Rosenfel 0d [5], or the more
recent work of Bezrukavnikov and Kaledin [6], or Frenkel and Ben-Zvi [23]). The
idea of this approach is to build something over the formal disk and then use so-called
Harish-Chandra localization to glue this construction over a manifold.

Given an n–dimensional smooth manifold X , let X coor denote the infinite-dimensional
manifold of maps from the parametrized formal n–disk into X . More explicitly, a
point of X coor is given by taking a local diffeomorphism �W U �Rn!X , where U

is an open neighborhood of the origin 0 2Rn , and then taking its 1–jet (aka Taylor
expansion) at 0. We view two such representatives � ,  as equivalent if they have the
same 1–jet. By evaluating the jet at 0, we have a projection map � W X coor!X . We
now explain how X coor is a special kind of principal bundle.

Let W be the Lie algebra of formal vector fields:

WD

� nX
jD1

vj
@

@yj
W vj 2RŒŒy1; : : : ;yn��

�
W acts infinitesimally on the formal n–disk and the action restricted to the subalgebra
of vector fields vanishing at the origin can be integrated to an action of the Lie group
G0 of formal coordinate transformations of Rn . The pair .W;G0/ is known as a
Harish-Chandra pair.

Observe that X coor has a natural action of this pair .W;G0/, because the Lie algebra
W and the group G0 both act compatibly on the formal n–disk. In fact, � W X coor!X

is a principal G0 –bundle, and the action of the pair makes this bundle into a Harish-
Chandra structure (see [23] for a discussion of all the necessary conditions). There is an
intermediate space that often appears in discussions of formal geometry. The subgroup
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GL.n;R/ <G0 of linear diffeomorphisms acts on X coor freely with quotient denoted
by X aff . We summarize all of the above with the following sequence of fibrations:

GL.n;R/ �
� // X coor

����
G0=GL.n;R/ �

� // X aff

����
X

The utility of X aff is that it is an affine bundle and hence easier to work with.

Harish-Chandra localization just amounts to performing an associated bundle construc-
tion. That is, given a module V for the pair .W;G0/ – ie a vector space with actions
of W and G0 satisfying certain compatibility relations – we can build a vector bundle
V!X by defining

V WDX coor
�G0

V !X:

For example, let V DCŒŒx1; : : : ;xn�� be the functions on the formal disk. Then VD J:
Harish-Chandra localization for the module CŒŒx1; : : : ;xn�� recovers the jet bundle on
X ! We can go further and use the compatible action of W to equip the bundle V

with a flat connection. In the case V D CŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��, this yields the standard flat
connection on the jet bundle.

In [15], Costello implicitly uses the following observation and we follow suit in this
paper. One way to construct an object living over some space Y is to do a Borel
construction on a principal bundle of Y . Harish-Chandra localization is an example of
this approach: the Borel construction takes a module V for G0 and gives us a vector
bundle V over X , and if V is actually a module for the Harish-Chandra pair .W;G0/,
then Harish-Chandra localization equips the same bundle V!X with a flat connection.
The resulting bundle with flat connection should be the same as directly performing
a construction over the quotient of X coor by the Harish-Chandra pair .W;G0/; this
quotient does not exist in manifolds, but it does exist as a dg manifold, namely XdR .29

The upshot is that we can forgo all of the formal geometry constructions by working in
dg manifolds and constructing our objects of interest directly over XdR .

29One way to see this is to consider the action of the Lie algebra of vector fields on smooth functions
and see that the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex C�.TX ;C

1
X
/ is quasi-isomorphic to the de Rham complex.
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9.3 A circle action on this L1–algebra

In what follows, we will consider the dg manifold of maps from S1
�

into T �Œ0�X .
Using our techniques from above, we know that this dg manifold, the derived loop
space

LT �Œ0�X Š T Œ�1�T �Œ0�X

has a description in terms of the L1–algebra

��.S1/˝ .gX ˚ g_X Œ�2�/;

which is quasi-isomorphic to the L1–algebra

CŒ��˝ .gX ˚ g_X Œ�2�/;

where � is a square zero parameter of degree 1. More precisely, we have seen implicitly
in Section 8.1 that this L1 algebra encodes the structure sheaf of the derived loop space
LT �Œ0�X . Now, by definition, the functions on this derived space O.T Œ�1�T �Œ0�X /

are ���
T �Bg , namely the complex with �k

T �Bg in degree �k . Note that there is no
de Rham differential appearing in this complex, just the internal differential coming
from the ��

X
–algebra structure.

We somehow need to restore the de Rham differential in order to see the yA class.
Recall from the Remark 1.4 that scalar Atiyah classes vanish in the smooth setting.
The standard method is to take advantage of the action of CŒ�� on LT �Œ0�X ; the de
Rham differential corresponds to the L1–algebra derivation @=@� . We prefer to think
of this as an action of the dg manifold BGa D .pt;CŒ��/. If one views BGa as an
avatar of the circle, then this action is a version of “rotating the loops”.

These constructions are well-known (see Appendix C), usually referred to by the
name of mixed complexes or cyclic modules (see [3] and [40]). If we ask for the
BGa –invariant functions on LT �.X; gX /, we obtain the negative cyclic homology
of T �.X; gX /. For a thorough discussion of these ideas in the language of derived
geometry, see [3] and [40]. We emphasize these circle actions here as they are crucial
for actually recovering the yA–class in smooth geometry.

10 Motivation for our action functional

In the remainder of this part, we will study Chern–Simons with the L1 algebra gX ,
but before embarking on that study, we want to discuss how this theory relates to
other forms of quantum mechanics. On its face, this Chern–Simons action functional
does not resemble the usual action functional for a free particle, but one does recover
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the usual algebra of observables, namely the ring of differential operators on the
manifold X , so it would be nice to know how the two theories are related.30 There is
a natural construction that relates the two theories, and it consists of three steps. First,
as described below, we will take the infinite-volume limit of the action for the usual
free particle. Second, we will apply the Batalin–Vilkovisky procedure to this action.
Together, these steps yield the AKSZ action functional for maps from a 1–manifold
into T �X , with the standard symplectic form. In the final step, a form of Koszul
duality then lets us re-express the AKSZ action as a version of Chern–Simons theory.31

To summarize, our discussion here outlines a proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 10.1 Given a Riemannian manifold .X;g/, there is family of classical field
theories parametrized by ` 2 Œ0; 1� such that for ` > 0, the theory is equivalent to
the sigma model with target .M;g=`/, and for ` D 0 the theory is equivalent to the
one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory with L1–algebra gX .

10.1 Step 1: The infinite-volume limit

Recall that the phrase “free particle” refers to studying maps of an interval I (or circle)
into a Riemannian manifold .X;g/. The action Sfr of a map �W I !X is

Sfr.�/D
1

2

Z
I

��g.@t�; @t�/ dt;

which is simply the integral of the kinetic energy of the particle over the path traveled.
The critical locus of Sfr is the space of geodesics in X .

There is another action functional with exactly the same critical locus. It arises by
including another field that encodes the momentum of the particle (and so is sometimes
called the “first-order formulation” of the theory). Let � 2 Maps.I;X / and  2

�.I; ��T �X /. Then

SFO.�;  /D

Z
I

h@t�; i �
1

2
��.g�1/. ;  / dt;

where h � ; � i denotes the canonical pairing between vector fields and covector fields
and g�1 denotes the metric on T �

X
induced by the metric g . The Euler–Lagrange

equations for SFO are that @t� D  _ (the vector field dual to  using ��g ) and
@t D 0, and so the critical locus of SFO is again the space of geodesics in X . Note
that our space of fields has changed to the mapping space Maps.I;T �X /.

30Proving this assertion about the observables is one of the main goals of a followup paper.
31This procedure appears to work quite well for many nonlinear sigma models: the combination of

the infinite-volume limit with the BV procedure yields an AKSZ theory. Rewriting the theory as a gauge
theory is useful simply because it allows us to apply the toolkit developed by Costello [16].
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We now take the “infinite-volume limit” of the first-order formulation. This means
we scale the metric g by a parameter 1=` and consider how the theory changes as
`! 0. Geometrically, making the metric larger corresponds to flattening out the local
geometry of X . In particular, the volume grows toward infinity as `! 0. Algebraically,
it means that the second term in SFO , depending quadratically on  , becomes less
significant, since it is weighted by `. Notice that the first term, since it involves the
canonical pairing, is unchanged by dilating the metric. Hence, as `! 0, the first term
comes to dominate, and the infinite-volume limit of the action functional is

SIVL.�;  /D

Z
I

h@t�; i dt:

The Euler–Lagrange equations are @t� D 0 and @t D 0, so the critical locus is
the space of constant maps into T �X . This limiting behavior should be intuitively
reasonable: if we fix an interval I D Œ0; 1� and look at any trajectory ` satisfying the
Euler–Lagrange equation for SFO with scale `, the path grows shorter with respect
to the original metric g as ` grows smaller. In the infinite volume limit, you only
remember the point  .0/ and its (co)tangent vector. For the infinite volume theory,
the solutions are T �X now viewed as parametrizing the space of geodesics via their
initial conditions.

There is another description of this action functional that is probably more familiar.
Let � denote the Liouville 1–form on T �X ; that is, d� is the natural symplectic form
on T �X . In local coordinates, � would usually be expressed as

P
pi dqi . The action

functional is then that
SIVL.f /D

Z
I

f ��;

where f 2Maps.I;T �X /.

Remark Taking an infinite-volume limit is a natural way to turn a theory that depends
on the geometry of the target X into a theory that depends only on the smooth topology
of X . It drastically simplifies the physics. On the other hand, we might hope that
we can express the observables for our family of theories, parametrized by `, in a
power series in 1=`, so that we know the physics for large but not infinite metric as a
deformation of the topological field theory. This idea is the subject of work in progress
joint with Si Li.

10.2 Step 2: The BV procedure

Now we apply the BV procedure. We need to phrase the theory in a way where
we can add “antifields,” which will describe the derived critical locus of our action
functional SLVL .
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We need to construct a version of the shifted cotangent bundle of M WDMaps.S1;T �X /.
Observe that at a point f 2M, the tangent space is

Tf MD �.S1; f �T .T �X //:

The space

�.S1;T �S1
˝f �T �.T �X //D�1.S1; f �T �.T �X //

has a natural pairing with Tf M by pairing the sections of the dual pullback bundles of
T �X and then integrating over S1 . We will use it as the version of T �

f
M appropriate

to our purposes. Hence,

T �f Œ�1�M WD�1
S1.f

�T �.T �X //Œ�1�:

Use the symplectic form on T �X to identify its cotangent bundle with its tangent
bundle. Then we see that

T �Œ�1�MŠMaps.S1
�# ;T

�X /;

where �# denotes the differential forms as a graded algebra. There is a natural extension
of SLVL to an action functional

S.f /D

Z
S1

hf; df i

for f 2Maps.S1
�# ;T

�X /, where the brackets denote the symplectic form on T �X .
Its critical locus is equivalent to equipping T �Œ�1�M with the differential that makes it
the dg manifold

Maps.S1
dR;T

�X /:

This is the derived critical locus of SLVL .

Note that we have recovered the AKSZ theory with source S1
dR and target T �X .

10.3 Concentrating our attention on a neighborhood of the zero section

So far, we have talked about the space T �X , but our QFT uses T �BgX , which is
equivalent to T �Œ0�X . These spaces are not exactly the same: T �Œ0�X is the formal
neighborhood of the zero section X ,! T �X . Notice, however, that the BV action
above depends linearly on  , just as in our discussion in Section 4.3. If we require
our quantization to preserve this symmetry, we obtain a theory that encodes the same
data as the theory with T �Œ0�X . As usual, requiring equivariance under rescaling
the cotangent fibers means that we can instead study the formal neighborhood of the
zero section.
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11 Characteristic classes via formal geometry

The aim of this section is to explain how the characteristic classes of a complex vector
bundle � W E!X can be expressed using the language of formal geometry. In essence,
we develop a Chern–Weil construction of characteristic classes using Atiyah classes.
To be precise, we apply the Atiyah class formalism to J.E/, the 1–jet bundle of E ,
and then relate the Atiyah class of J.E/ to the curvature of a connection on E . Our
goal is the following proposition.

Proposition 11.1 Let ˛E denote the Atiyah class of J.E/, defined below (see
Section 11.2). The Chern class chk.E/ 2H 2k.X / is given by the cohomology class

1
k!.�2�i/k

ŒTr.˛^k
E
/�, under the isomorphism in Corollary 11.3.

We will build up to this proposition in stages.32 First, we will discuss the algebra of
jets of smooth functions J and various useful constructions on it. Then we explain
how to construct a connection on J.E/, the jets of the vector bundle E . Finally, we
exploit the Atiyah class of this connection to recover the Chern–Weil construction of
Chern classes.

11.1 The algebra of jets

Let J denote the 1–jet bundle of the trivial bundle on X . It is a commutative DX –
algebra, as can be seen locally by the natural product on Taylor series. By construction,
it encodes the smooth geometry of the manifold X . In this paper we build everything
over the dg manifold XdR , so that all constructions automatically come equipped with
a flat connection. Hence, in what follows, we work with the commutative �X –algebra
J, the de Rham complex dR.J/ of the jets J.

By construction, the de Rham differential ddRW J!�1
J commutes with the differentials

d on these �X –modules and by construction .ddR/
2D 0, so we get a cochain complex

of �X –modules

J
ddR
��!�1

J

ddR
��!�2

J! � � � !�dim X
J :

This double complex .��J ; ddR/ provides a description, using �X –modules, of the
usual de Rham complex of X .33 The following proposition makes this interpretation
precise.

32In the appendix on D –modules, we give more background on D –modules, jets, and other construc-
tions that are used throughout the following section.

33This construction probably seems tortuous, if not gratuitous, but it arises naturally from our approach
to formal geometry.
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Proposition 11.2 As �X –modules, �k
J is isomorphic to dR.J.�k

X
//.

Proof We explain the case k D 1, as the other cases follow straightforwardly.

The exterior derivative d W C1
X
!�1

X
is a differential operator, so by Proposition E.1

in the appendix, we see that it induces a map of DX –modules J.d/W J! J.�1
X
/.

Hence, we obtain a map of �X –modules J.d/W J! dR.J.�1
X
//. By construction

this map is a derivation, so the universal property of Kähler differentials insures that
there is a natural map � W �1

J! dR.J.�1
X
// of �X –modules.

We need to show this map is an isomorphism, and it is easy to do this locally.

Corollary 11.3 The horizontal sections of �k
J are precisely �k

X
. Moreover, the map

J sending a smooth form to its infinite jet induces a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
J W ��

X

'
,!��J .

11.2 The Atiyah class of a vector bundle

Let J.E/ denote the1–jet bundle of E . Its sections consist of jets of smooth sections
of E , and there is a canonical flat connection rJ .E/ whose kernel is exactly the smooth
sections E of E . There is a natural filtration on J.E/ by the order of vanishing:

J.E/D F0
� F1

� � � � ;

where Fk consists of those sections of J.E/ whose k –jets are zero. Observe that there
is a canonical isomorphism J.E/=F1 Š! E as a C1

X
–module. Pick a splitting � W E!

J.E/ for the canonical quotient qW J.E/! E, as discussed in Lemma E.2.

Let J.E/ denote the de Rham complex of J.E/. This isomorphism i� also induces
an isomorphism J.E/Š E˝C1

X
J. Hence J.E/˝J�

1
J Š E˝C1

X
�1

J , and hence we
obtain a natural connection (with respect to the splitting � ) on J.E/:

r� W E˝C1
X

J! E˝C1
X
�1

J;

s˝ j 7! s˝ ddRj ;

where ddR is the de Rham differential on the commutative algebra J. Moreover, by
construction, r2

� D 0, so this connection is flat! (The de Rham differential ddR on
J is flat, and we immediately borrow this fact.) Thus we have a cochain complex of
�#

X
–modules

J.E/
r�
��! J.E/˝J�

1
J

r�
��! J.E/˝J�

2
J! � � �

but there is no reason to expect this connection to be compatible with the �X –module
structure of these sheaves.
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Let ˛� DAt.r� / denote the Atiyah class for our connection r� . It measures the failure
of this connection to be compatible with the differentials defined on these �X –modules
�k

J .J.E//.

11.3 Proving the proposition

We are now in a position to approach the main proposition. The basic strategy is to
relate the Atiyah class ˛� to the usual Chern–Weil construction of the Chern classes.34

Recall the definition of the Chern character from Section 7. This definition obviously
bears a close resemblance to the definition of the Chern character in terms of a connec-
tion on a vector bundle (simply replace the Atiyah class with the curvature). Hence,
our strategy will be to relate ˛� to an actual connection on E in such a way that the
two definitions of Chern character will coincide.

In more detail, the argument runs as follows. We show that our Chern character is
expressed in terms of elements !k 2 �

�
J that correspond to closed forms in �even

X

(see Lemma 11.4 below). Hence, although each !k lives in some kind of jet bundle,
it is determined by its “constant coefficient” part (ie its projection onto the bundle
“J=F1 ”), just the way that a smooth function determines its 1–jet. We then show that
this constant coefficient part corresponds to the curvature of a connection on E arising
naturally from our choice of splitting � . This step will explain the relationship to the
usual Chern–Weil construction.

By definition, ˛� is an element of cohomological degree 1 in �1
J˝J EndJ.J.E//, so it

lives in �1
X
.�1

J˝J EndJ.J.E///. Note that ˛^k
� 2�

k
X
.�k

J ˝J EndJ.J.E///. Hence,
we find that the form !k WD Tr.˛^k

� / lives in �k
X
.�k

J /.

Lemma 11.4 !k defines a closed form in �2k
X

.

Proof The lemma follows from the useful facts about the Atiyah class that we proved
earlier. In particular, we see that

(1) ddR!k D 0 and

(2) !k is a horizontal section.

Thus !k is a closed form in the total complex of the double complex .��J ; ddR/.

Thus, ch.r� /D
P

k
1

.�2� i/kk!
!k .

34Alternatively, one could verify the axioms of the Chern classes directly. We hope our approach
illustrates the yoga of Gel 0 fand–Každan formal geometry.
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Proposition 11.5 The splitting � induces a connection rE
� on the bundle E .

Proof There is a natural connection on E arising from our splitting � as follows. It is a
composition of three natural maps. First, there is an important map of sheaves35 J W E!

J.E/ sending a smooth section f to its1–jet. Second, we have the connection defined
on J.E/ by r� . Finally, we have the quotient map qW J.E/˝J�

1
J!E˝C1

X
�1

X
that

returns the “constant coefficient” term (ie from the filtration by order of vanishing). In
sum, there is a map rE

� W E!E˝�1
X

given by q ır� ıJ , and it defines a connection
on the bundle E .

We want to describe this connection explicitly in local coordinates so that it is clear
how our construction relates with Chern–Weil theory. Fix coordinates x1; : : : ;xn on
some small ball U � X and fix a basis e1; : : : ; ek for the fiber E0 . With respect to
these choices, the splitting i� W E˝J! J.E/ over U yields a C1

X
–linear map

S W C1X .U /˝R RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��˝R E0! C1X .U /˝R RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��˝R E0;

which we write as a sum of its homogeneous components S D 1C S1C S2C � � � .
Since i� is determined by its behavior on E, we only need to say how S acts on E0 to
fully describe S . Hence, Sk denotes the degree k part of S on E0 . More explicitly,

Sk D

X
j˛jDk

si
j ;˛x˛.ej ˝ e_i / with si

j ;˛ 2 C1X :

In words, Sk sends a constant section ei of EjU to a section of J.E/ that has degree
k in the formal variables fxmg. Note that the coefficients si

j ;˛ are smooth functions
on U .

The connection r� on J.E/ has the form S ı .1E ˝ ddR/ ıS�1 . The lowest order
term of this map is ddR� ddR.S1/, and this term gives the connection rE

� .

Lemma 11.6 The curvature of rE
� on E corresponds to the constant coefficient term

of the Atiyah class of r� . Explicitly, in local coordinates on the ball U �M , we find
q.˛� /D�dddR.S1/C ddR.S1/^ ddR.S1/.

Hence we know the elements !k can be identified, by taking 1–jets, with the corre-
sponding differential forms arising from the curvature of the connection rE

� . In other
words, they agree with the usual Chern–Weil construction.

35Notice this is not a map of C1
X

–modules!
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Proof We check this locally. The notational burden becomes heavy, so we describe
the approach before the barrage of indices begins.

Recall the expression from Lemma 6.4 for the Atiyah class of a free R–module M in
terms of a basis: At.r/DddRA�d�1˝End M B , where dM DdRCA and rDddRCB .
We will show that, in our situation, the term ddRAD 0 and then that �q ıd�1˝End M B

will be precisely the curvature of rE
� .

To see that ddRA D 0, we need to describe A. On an open ball U � X , once we
pick coordinates fx1; : : : ;xng on U , we get a trivialization of the sections of J as
C1.U /˝RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��. The differential on J is

dJ .f ˝x˛/D .df /˝x˛ �
X

k

˛kf dxk ˝x˛�ek :

Once we pick a trivialization EjU Š U �E0 and coordinates fx1; : : : ;xng on U , we
get a trivialization of the sections of J.E/ as C1.U /˝RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��˝E0 . The
differential on J.E/ has the form

dJ .E/.f ˝x˛˝ v/D dJ .f ˝x˛/˝ v;

so there is no “connection 1–form” part of the differential (with respect to the basis
we’re using). Hence AD 0 and so ddRAD 0.

Now it remains to compute the term �q ı d�1˝End M B . As we just saw above, the
differential on J.V /, for any vector bundle V , has the form d D ddR� dJ , where

ddR.!˝x˛˝ v/D d!˝x˛˝ v;

dJ .!˝x˛˝ v/D
X

j

j̨ dxj ^!˝x˛�ej ˝ v:

Hence the term ddR is, in fact, simply the exterior derivative (ie the differential on
�X ). Writing an element B of this jet bundle J.V / in terms of its homogeneous
components Bk , we see

q ı dJ .V /.B0CB1CB2C � � � /D ddRB0� dJ B1:

We now apply this observation to the “connection 1–form” B 2 J.End E/ for our
connection r� .

We use notation from the proof of the previous proposition. Let S�1D1CT1CT2C� � � .
Note that T1 D�S1 . Hence, the low order terms of r� are

.1CS1CS2C � � � / ı ddR ı .1�S1CT2C � � � /

D ddR� ddR.S1/„ ƒ‚ …
order 0

C ddR.T2/�S1 ^ ddR.S1/„ ƒ‚ …
order 1

C � � �
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and so the connection 1–form is BD�ddR.S1/CddR.T2/�S1^ddR.S1/C� � � . Thus
we see

q.At.r� //D q ı dB D�ddRddR.S1/C ddRS1 ^ ddRS1:

This is precisely the curvature of rE
� .

11.4 The characteristic class log. yAu.X//

In encoding X as BgX , we use the formalism of Gel 0 fand–Každan formal geometry to
construct gX ; essentially, we replace smooth functions C1

X
by the de Rham complex

of jets of smooth functions. As a result, our construction of the global observables
involves a cochain complex quasi-isomorphic to (shifted) de Rham forms, and the
characteristic classes chk.BgX / all manifestly have cohomological degree 0 in this
construction. Thus the difficulty is in identifying chk.BgX / with the usual Chern
classes chk.X /, and the negative cyclic homology surmounts this difficulty.

Just as we saw with ���T �BgX
, the complex ���BgX

has a BGa action (here we have no
internal differential and view ddR as lowering degree by 1). Now by construction we
have a quasi-isomorphism

���BgX
'

M
k

�k
J Œk�:

Hence, by the discussion in Section 9.3 and Proposition 11.2, we have a quasi-
isomorphism of complexes of ��

X
–modules

.���BgX
/BGa ' dR.J.���X ŒŒu��;ud//:

Recall that the characteristic class ch2k.r� / lives in �2k
X
.�2k

J /. We want to obtain
a cohomologous class living in the bottom row of our double complex. As the dou-
ble complex has acyclic columns, we want to use a zig-zag argument. That is, by
Lemma 11.4, ch2k.r� / is closed with respect to both the horizontal differential (in
this case, the de Rham differential) and the vertical differential (the one coming from
the jet bundle), and hence its cohomology class in the total complex is represented by
a class ˛1 of cohomological degree 2k � 1 in �2kC1

J . Continuing in this manner, we
obtain a class ˛2k 2H 0.�4k

J /Š�4k
X

.

Now we want to identify the image of the class ˛2k in the complex .���BgX
/BGa . From

Proposition 11.2 we have that �k
J Š dR.J.�k

X
// as ��

X
–modules. Let �ch2k.r� /

denote the class

1

.2k/!.�2� i/2k
Tr.At.r� /2k/ 2�2k

X .�2k
J /Œ2k�����BgX

:
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In order to enact the zig-zag argument (and hence produce a nontrivial cohomology
class), we need the de Rham differential that is obtained on ���BgX

by taking homotopy
invariants with respect to the action of BGa . As we zig-zag down to row zero (that is,
�0

X
.���J /), we pick up a factor of u at each step. Therefore, if we denote the resulting

class by z̨2k , we have that�ch2k.r� /' �̨2k ' u2k˛2k ' u2k ch2k.X / 2�
0
X .�

4k
J /ŒŒu��Œ4k�� .���BgX

/BGa :

Following the presentation of Section 8.3, we define for any smooth manifold X the
class log. yAu.X // to be

log. yAu.X //
def
D

X
k�1

2.2k � 1/!

.2� i/2k
u2k�.2k/ ch2k.X / 2 .�

��
X ŒŒu��;ud/:

This is the usual logarithm of the yA class weighted by powers of u. So far, we have
argued that �ch2k.r� /' u2k ch2k.X / 2 dR.J.���

X
ŒŒu��;ud//. We now show that

dR.J.���X ŒŒu��;ud//' .���X ŒŒu��;ud/:

We consider dR.J.���
X
ŒŒu��;ud// and .���

X
ŒŒu��;ud/ as differential complexes. Here

a differential complex is a complex of sheaves whose graded terms are C1
X

–modules
and whose differentials are differential operators.

Proposition 11.7 Let .E; d/ be a differential complex. The natural map of differential
complexes, sending a section to its 1–jet,

(11-1) .E; d/! dR.J.E; d//;

is a quasi-isomorphism.

This proposition is a straightforward sheaf-theoretic argument that we now provide.

Lemma 11.8

(1) Restricted to a contractible open, the map (11-1) is a quasi-isomorphism.

(2) As sheaves of graded vector spaces, E and dR.J.E// are fine.

Proof To prove the first claim, one constructs a contracting homotopy as in the
standard proof of the Poincaré lemma. It is simply the assertion that the horizontal
sections of jets come from smooth sections of E. The second claim just follows from
the existence of partitions of unity because E is a sheaf of C1

X
–modules.
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Proof of Proposition 11.7 Fix a good cover U of the manifold X . Since E is fine
we have a quasi-isomorphism .E; d/

'
�! LC .U; .E; d//. Similarly, we have a quasi-

isomorphism
dR.J.E; d//

'
�! LC .U; dR.J.E; d///:

Therefore we have a commutative diagram

.E; d/ //

'
��

dR.J.E; d//

'
��

LC .U; .E; d// // LC .U; dR.J.E; d///

where the vertical arrows are quasi-isomorphisms. The map of interest is the on the
top row; we will show that the map of the bottom row is a quasi-isomorphism, which
implies that the top row is a quasi-isomorphism.

Consider the spectral sequences associated to LC .U; .E; d// and LC .U; dR.J.E; d///

where we filter by Čech degree. The map .E; d/! dR.J.E; d// induces a map of
spectral sequences. This map is a quasi-isomorphism on the E1 page by part 1 of the
preceding lemma. Hence, as the spectral sequences converge, it is an isomorphism on
cohomology.

12 Recovering yA.X/

In this section we prove a main theorem of this paper, which computes the effective
action for one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory with values in the L1–algebra
encoding the smooth manifold X .

Theorem 12.1 (1) There exists a quantization of a nonlinear sigma model from the
circle S1 into T �Œ0�X , where X is a smooth manifold. The solutions to the
Euler–Lagrange equations consist of constant maps into T �Œ0�X . Only 1–loop
Feynman diagrams appear in the quantization.

(2) The scale 1 interaction term I .1/Œ1� encodes yA.X / when restricted to the
harmonic fields H . More precisely, we have

I .1/Œ1�jH ' log. yAu.TX // 2�
��
X ŒŒu��:

Theorem 1.3, stated in the introduction, is a corollary of this result.

The existence part of the theorem above follows immediately from the following
proposition.
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Proposition 12.2 For one-dimensional Chern–Simons theory with an L1–algebra
encoding the smooth geometry of the manifold X , the obstruction group is

H 1.X; �1
cl.X //˚H 2.X; �1

cl.X //ŠH 2.X;R/˚H 3.X;R/:

Further, the obstruction to quantization vanishes.

Proof This is just an application of Corollary 5.2. That the obstruction is zero follows
exactly as in Proposition 5.8, ie from the vanishing of the total Lie factor,

P
;e O

g
;e .

Proof of Theorem 12.1 Having proved the existence of a quantization, we need to
identify the scale 1 interaction term. We know from above (Theorem 8.5) that the
scale 1 interaction restricted to harmonic fields can be written

I .1/Œ1�
ˇ̌
H D

X
k�1

�
2.2k � 1/!

.2�/2k
�.2k/ ch2k.r� /

�
:

Here ch2k.r� / lives in �2k
X
.�2k

J /. We proved in Section 11.4 thatX
k�1

�
2.2k � 1/!

.2�/2k
�.2k/ ch2k.r� /

�
' log.Au.X // 2�

��
X ŒŒu��:

Part III Appendices

Appendix A: Notational and other conventions

A tensor product ˝ without a subscript (usually) denotes ˝R . We denote tensoring
over another commutative ring A by ˝A .

Given a free R–module V , we denote the dual by V _ .

We use Sym V to denote the symmetric algebra (ie the direct sum of symmetric
powers) and bSym V to denote the completed symmetric algebra (ie the direct product
of symmetric powers).

Unless we are working with indices, k typically denotes the “base ring” over which live
our L1–algebras, commutative algebras, and so on. In practice, it might be short-hand
for R, C , �X , or other things that are hopefully clear from context.

We always work with cochain complexes, so that differentials have degree C1. Like-
wise, we always employ the Koszul rule of signs.
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Given a smooth manifold X , we denote the sheaf of smooth functions by C1
X

, of
n–forms by �n

X
, and of vector fields by TX . We use �X to denote the de Rham

complex of X as a sheaf of commutative dg algebras.

Given a commutative dg algebra A, we denote the underlying graded algebra by A# .

Given a vector bundle � W E!X with a flat connection r , we denote by dR.E/ the
associated de Rham complex ��

X
.E/ with differential r .

Our space of fields E will always be sections of a Z–graded vector bundle E !

M . Given a quadratic action Q and a fiberwise (degree �1) symplectic pairing
h � ; � ilocW E˝E!Dens.M /, let DD ŒQ;Q�� be the generalized Laplacian associated
to our classical field theory and for t 2R>0 , and let Kt 2 E˝E denote the heat kernel
for D . Our convention for kernels is that for any � 2 E,Z

M

hKt .x;y/; �.y/iloc D .e
�tD�/.x/:

The associated BV Laplacian at scale L is �L , while the scale L BV bracket is
denoted by f � ; � gL .

Given any functional I 2 O.E/ we let W .PL
� ; I/ be the renormalization group flow

operator, which is expressed as a weighted sum of graph weights W .P
L
� ; I/. The

graph weight W;e.P
L
� ; ˆ; I/ is given by equipping the edge e 2  with ˆ2 Sym2.E/

and all remaining edges by PL
� .

The obstruction to satisfying the QME at scale L is denoted O ŒL�, while the limit as
L! 0 is denoted simply by O . We use the notation O;e to denote the contribution
of a graph  with edge e to the obstruction.

Note that in both W;e and O;e , the edge e is assumed not to be a loop.

Appendix B: L1–algebras and their cyclic versions

An L1–algebra is a homotopy coherent weakening of the idea of a Lie algebra, and
there is an extensive literature on them. We will provide a minimal overview targeted
at the less-conventional aspects that we use.

Let R denote a commutative dg algebra with a nilpotent ideal I �R.

Definition B.1 A curved L1–algebra over R is a locally free, graded R# –module
L with a degree 1 derivation

d W bSym.L_Œ�1�/! bSym.L_Œ�1�/

satisfying:
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� d2 D 0

� d makes bSym.L_Œ�1�/ into a commutative dg algebra over R.

� Modulo I , the derivation must preserve the ideal generated by L_Œ�1� inside
bSym.L_Œ�1�/.

We call the commutative dg algebra .bSym.L_Œ�1�/; d/ the Chevalley–Eilenberg com-
plex of the L1–algebra L.

When we speak of Koszul duality, we mean the process of moving between an L1–
algebra and a commutative dg algebra.

Remark The n–fold brackets of L are obtained from d as follows. A derivation
is determined by its behavior on L_Œ�1�, thanks to the Leibniz rule. Hence we may
view d as simply an R–linear map from L_Œ�1� to bSym.L_Œ�1�/. Consider the
homogeneous components of d , namely the maps dnW L

_Œ�1�! Symn.L_Œ�1�/. If
we take the dual, we get maps

`nW Symn.L_Œ�1�/_! .L_Œ�1�/_;

which we can consider as degree 0 maps from .
Vn

L/Œn� 2� to L. These are the Lie
brackets on L, and we sometimes call them the Taylor coefficients of the bracket. The
higher Jacobi relations between the `n are encoded by the fact that d2 D 0.

Remark A curious aspect of this definition is the curving, since the uncurved case is
typically more familiar. Under Koszul duality, there is a natural “geometric” source for
curved L1–algebras (modulo an issue of completion). Consider a map of commutative
dg algebras f W A!B , which we view as a map of derived schemes Spec B!Spec A.
This map makes B an A–algebra and so we can find a semi-free resolution SymA.M /

of B as an A–algebra. This replacement SymA.M / expresses B as a kind of L1–
algebra over A, namely gBDM_Œ�1� (here the completion issue appears). Note that if
f factors through a quotient A=I of A, however, then gB will be curved. This curving
appears because Spec B really only lives over the subscheme Spec A=I � Spec A,
and extending it over the rest of Spec A is obstructed.

We say a bilinear pairing of degree k h � ; � iW L˝L!RŒ�k� is nondegenerate if the
induced pairing on cohomology H�.g/˝H�.g/!H�.R/Œ�k� is perfect.

Definition B.2 A cyclic L1–algebra of degree k consists of an L1–algebra L and
a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear pairing h � ; � iW L˝L!RŒ�k� such that

hx1; `n.x2; : : : ;xnC1/i D .�1/nCjxnC1j.jx1jC���Cjxnj/hxnC1; `n.x1; : : : ;xn/i:
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Appendix C: Complexes with a circle action

We define the category of complexes with a circle action to be the category of dg
modules over CŒ��, where � is square zero of cohomological degree 1. This notion
is equivalent to dg modules with a BGa –module structure, where BGa denotes the
dg group manifold .pt;CŒ��/. Explicitly, an object is just a triple .V �; d; �/ in which
.V �; d/ is a cochain complex and � is a degree �1 cochain map.

If V is a cochain complex with a BGa –module structure, we want to compute the
homotopy fixed points of the BGa action, namely V BGa or, equivalently, V hCŒ�� . In
other words, we want to compute R HomCŒ��.C;V /. Note that this will be a module
over

R HomCŒ��.C;C/'CŒŒu��; deg uD 2:

(To an algebraic topologist, this looks like a completed version of the cohomology of
BS1 .) To do this, we resolve C as a CŒ�� module:

� � �
��
�!CŒ��

��
�!CŒ��

��
�!CŒ��'C

Thus we can compute the homotopy fixed points as the total complex of a double
complex. Indeed,

V BGaD .V ŒŒu��; dCu�/D

�Y
n�0

V Œ2n�; d internal to V and � shifts between copies
�
:

For a discussion of these ideas, we recommend [40] and [3].

Appendix D: Differential graded manifolds and derived
geometry

In this paper we use a limited version of “derived” geometry adequate to our tasks. In
essence, we enhance smooth manifolds by allowing “formal” directions, which allows
us to work with certain kinds of derived quotients and derived intersections. For instance
– and we elaborate below – we consider the space XdR , whose structure sheaf is the
de Rham complex of the smooth manifold X . Unfortunately, we lack the expertise
to explain how this formalism fits inside the deeper formalisms recently developed
by Toën, Vezzosi, Lurie, and others. To some extent, what we lose in generality is
redeemed by how concrete and easy it is to work with dg manifolds.36

36After this paper was written, Costello introduced an approach to derived smooth geometry in his
revision of [15]. In [30], we provide an introduction to this formalism and explain how it interacts with
Costello’s QFT formalism. In particular, we describe several versions of the derived loop space and explain
their relations.
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Definition D.1 A differential graded manifold (dg manifold, for short) is a ringed
space X D .X;OX / where X is a smooth manifold and OX is a sheaf on X of
commutative dg algebras over R (or C ) such that locally the underlying graded algebra
of OX has the form C1

X
˝bSym V for some topological vector space V over R (or C ).

There is a category of dg manifolds where the morphisms are pairs .f; f #/W X !
Y , with f W X ! Y a map of smooth manifolds and f #W f �1OY ! OX a map of
commutative dg algebras over f �1C1

Y
.

D.1: Geometric examples

Many constructions from differential geometry and topology can be phrased elegantly
using dg manifolds.

� Given a finite-rank Z–graded vector bundle E on a smooth manifold X , let E_

denote the dual bundle and E_ the sheaf of smooth sections of E_ . The dg man-
ifold .X; bSymC1

X
.E_// describes the formal neighborhood of X inside the total

space of E . For instance, in this paper we often work with the shifted cotangent
bundle T �Œk�X , which is precisely the dg manifold .X; bSymC1

X
.TX Œ�k�//.

� Let f W X !R be a smooth function on a smooth manifold X of dimension n.
Consider the cochain complex, denoted OCrit.f / ,

� � � ! 0!^nTX Œn�
�df
��! � � �

�df
��! TX Œ1�

�df
��! C1X ;

where we simply contract the exterior derivative df with vector fields. Observe
that H 0.OCrit.f // consists of functions on the critical locus of f , in the usual
sense. We call d Crit.f /D .X;OCrit.f // the derived critical locus of f .

� Given two submanifolds M;N of a smooth manifold X , the derived intersection
M \d N is the dg manifold

.X;C1M ˝
L
C1

X
C1N /:

(The derived critical locus is the derived intersection inside T �X of the zero
section and the graph of the 1–form df .)

� For X a smooth manifold, XdR D .X; �X / is a dg manifold that encodes the
topology of X ,37 since we can view the de Rham complex as a resolution of
the constant sheaf R X on X .

37There is another dg manifold .pt; ��.X // that knows the real homotopy type of X but nothing
more. By contrast, the module sheaves of XdR are essentially the D –modules on X , and hence XdR
knows much more of the topology (via the cohomologically constructible sheaves) and not just homotopy
of X .
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D.2: Main examples for this paper

The de Rham space makes it easy to discuss certain geometric constructions.

Lemma D.2 A vector bundle � W E! XdR is a vector bundle �0W E0! X with a
flat connection r .

This result suggests that there might be a dg manifold that acts as a classifying space
for bundles with flat connection. For instance, given a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g,
consider the dg manifold Bg WD .pt;C �.g//, whose structure sheaf is the Chevalley–
Eilenberg cochain complex.

Proposition D.3 The space of flat connections on the trivial G –bundle over a smooth
manifold X is equivalent to the space of maps from XdR to Bg.

We construct a space of maps, rather than merely a set, by enriching over simplicial
sets in the standard way. We define Maps.X ;Y/ to be the simplicial set whose n–
simplices are pairs of a smooth map f W X ! Y and a map of commutative dg algebras
f ]W f �OY! OX ˝�

�.4n/. Throughout this paper, however, we will never explicitly
use this notion of mapping space, instead working directly with algebras.

It is natural to consider as well families of L1–algebras over a dg manifold. This
description is just an alternative way to discuss a dg manifold. For instance, in this
paper, we encode a smooth manifold X as a dg manifold BgX D .X;C

�.gX //, where
gX is a sheaf of curved L1–algebras over the sheaf of commutative dg algebras ��

X
.

Hence the dg manifold BgX lives over XdR . This is a central construction in the text.

Our final example is the derived loop space we use throughout the paper. Let Bg

denote a sheaf of curved L1–algebras over XdR (possibly the example above, the
holomorphic version in [15], or something else). Then the derived loop space LBg

is the dg manifold .X;C �.��.S1/˝ g//. There are other dg manifolds that might
deserve the name “derived loop space”, but this version is the most relevant for our
purposes. When Bg just lives over a point, this definition essentially coincides with
the definition in derived algebraic geometry. More generally, our version plays nicely
with the AKSZ construction.

Appendix E: Differential operators, D–modules and
�–modules

In this paper we will make use of D–modules, jets, and modules over the de Rham
complex, so we will provide a rapid overview of the simple technology that we need.
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We will use nothing deep or difficult in this paper; this appendix is merely a collection
of definitions and examples. In fact, it just provides several different ways to talk about
differential operators, but given their central role in geometry, this proliferation of
language is perhaps not too surprising.

E.1: D–modules

For X a smooth manifold, let DX denote the ring of smooth differential operators on
X . There are many ways to define this ring. For instance, DX is the subalgebra of
EndC.C

1
X
;C1

X
/ generated by left multiplication by C1

X
and by smooth vector fields

TX . Locally, every differential operator P has the form

P D
X
˛

a˛.x/@
˛;

where the a˛ are smooth functions and @˛ is the multinomial notation for a partial
derivative.

A left DX –module M is simply a left module for this algebra. One natural source
of left DX –modules is given by smooth vector bundles with flat connections. Let
E be a smooth vector bundle over X and let E denote its smooth sections. If E is
a left DX –module, then every vector field acts on E: we have X � s 2 E for every
vector field X 2 TX and every smooth section s 2 E. Equipping E with an action
of vector fields is equivalent to putting a connection r on E . Moreover, we have
ŒX;Y � � s DX � .Y � s/�Y � .X � s/ for all X;Y 2 TX and s 2 E. To satisfy the bracket
relation, this connection r must be flat.

There is a forgetful functor F W DX –mod! C1
X

–mod, where we simply forget about
how vector fields act on sections of the sheaf. As usual, there is a left adjoint to F

given by tensoring with DX :

DX ˝C1
X
. � /W M 7!DX ˝C1

X
M

Using the forgetful functor, we can equip the category of left DX –modules with a
symmetric monoidal product. Namely, we tensor over C1

X
and equip M ˝C1

X
N with

the natural DX –structure

X � .m˝ n/D .X �m/˝ nC .�1/jmjm˝ .X � n/;

for any X 2 TX , m 2M , and n 2N . By construction, C1
X

is the unit object in the
symmetric monoidal category of left DX –modules. We will write M ˝N to denote
M ˝C1

X
N unless there is the possibility of confusion.
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Remark Right DX –modules also appear in this paper and throughout mathematics.
For instance, distributions and the sheaf of densities DensX are naturally right DX –
modules, since distributions and densities pair with functions to give numbers. Since
we are working with smooth manifolds, however, it is easy to pass back and forth
between left and right DX –modules.

E.2: Jets

There is another, beautiful way to relate vector bundles and DX modules, and we will
use it extensively in our constructions. Given a finite rank vector bundle E on X ,
the infinite jet bundle J.E/ is naturally a DX –module, as follows. Recall that for a
smooth function f , the 1–jet of f at a point x 2 X is its Taylor series (or, rather,
the coordinate-independent object that corresponds to a Taylor series after giving local
coordinates around x ). We can likewise define the 1–jet of a section s of E at a
point x . The bundle J.E/ is the infinite-dimensional vector bundle whose fiber at a
point x is the space of 1–jets of sections of E at x . This bundle has a tautological
connection, since knowing the Taylor series of a section at a point automatically tells
us how to do infinitesimal parallel transport. Nonetheless, it is useful to give an explicit
formula. Let x be a point in X and pick local coordinates x1; : : : ;xn in a small open
neighborhood U of x . Pick a trivialization of E over U so that

�.U;J.E//Š C1.U /˝R RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��˝R Ex :

We write a monomial x
a1

1
� � �x

an
n using multinomial notation: for ˛ D .a1; : : : ; an/ 2

Nn , x˛ denotes the obvious monomial. Hence, given a section f ˝ x˛ ˝ e 2

C1.U /˝R RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��˝R Ex and a vector field @j D @=@xj , the connection
is

@j �f ˝x˛˝ e D .@jf /˝x˛˝ e�f ˝ . j̨ x˛�ej /˝ e:

We are just applying the vector field in the natural way first to the function and then to
the monomial. We leave it to the reader to verify that this defines a flat connection.

The following proposition gives a striking reason for the usefulness of jet bundles.
Let Diff.E;F/ denote the differential operators from the C1

X
–module E to the C1

X
–

module F.

Proposition E.1 For vector bundles E and F on X ,

Diff.E;F/Š HomDX
.J.E/;J.F //:

Remark A differential operator P is characterized by the fact that, for any point
x 2 X , the linear functional �W C1.X /! R, f 7! Pf .x/ is purely local. It is a
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distribution with support at x , and hence � is a finite linear combination of the delta
function ıx and its derivatives @˛ıx . But this means � depends only on the 1–jet of
a function f at x .

What makes this construction useful is that it allows one to translate questions about
geometry into questions about DX –modules. There is a rich literature explaining
how to exploit this translation, and the usual name for this area of mathematics is
(Gel 0 fand–Každan) formal geometry.

There is another way to construct the sheaf of sections of J.E/. Let J denote the
sheaf of sections of J , the jet bundle for the trivial rank-1 bundle over X . Observe for
any point p 2X ,

Jp D lim
 

C1X =mp
k ;

where mp denotes the maximal ideal of functions vanishing at p . This equips J with
a canonical filtration by “order of vanishing.” Now let E denote the sheaf of smooth
sections of E , which is a module over C1

X
. Then the sheaf J.E/ (we conflate the

bundle with its sheaf of sections) has stalk

J.E/p D lim
 

E=mp
kE;

and hence also has a natural filtration by order of vanishing. Moreover, this shows
that J.E/ is a module over J. We will use the following lemma repeatedly in our
constructions.

Lemma E.2 A splitting � W E! J.E/ of the canonical quotient map qW J.E/! E

induces an isomorphism i� W J.E/Š E˝C1
X

J as J–modules.

Proof Observe that J.E/ is a J–module just as E is a C1
X

–module. Thus we obtain
a map

J˝E! J.E/;

j ˝ s 7! j � �.s/:

We need to show this map is an isomorphism of C1
X

–modules. It is enough to check
this locally, so notice that for any small ball B �X , if we pick coordinates x1; : : : ;xn

on B , we get trivializations

EjB Š C1X .B/˝E0; JjB Š C1X .B/˝RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn�� and

J.E/jB Š C1X .B/˝RŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��˝E0;

where E0 denotes the fiber of E over the point 0 2B . Let feig denote a basis for E0 ;
the “constant” sections f1˝ eig in E then form a frame for E over B . Let si D �.ei/.
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Notice that under the map J.E/=F1! E, si goes to ei , and so the si are linearly
independent in J.E/. By linear algebra over J, one obtains that the map i� is an
isomorphism.

E.3: �–modules

Let �X denote the de Rham complex of X and �#
X

the underlying graded algebra.
An �X –module is a graded module M � over �#

X
with a differential @ that satisfies

@.! �m/D .d!/ �mC .�1/j!j! � @m;

where ! 2�X and m 2M . A natural source of examples is (again!) vector bundles
with flat connection. Let E be a vector bundle. Differential forms with values in
E , �#

X
.E/, naturally form a graded module over �#

X
. Equipping �#

X
.E/ with a

differential is exactly the same data as a flat connection r on E . We call it the de Rham
complex of .E;r/.

The category of �X –modules is symmetric monoidal in the obvious way. Given two
�X –modules M and N , then M ˝�X

N is, as a graded module, the tensor product
M ˝�#

X
N equipped with differential

@.m˝ n/D @M m˝ nC .�1/jmjm˝ @N n:

Of course, it is better to work with the derived tensor product in most situations.

Since �X is commutative, there is a dg manifold XdR D .X; �X /. It clearly captures
the smooth topology of the manifold X . Many of our constructions in this paper
involve XdR . Moreover, many classical constructions in differential geometry (eg the
Frölicher–Nijenhuis bracket) appear most naturally as living on XdR .

E.4: The de Rham complex of a left D–module

Earlier, we explained how a vector bundle with flat connection .E;r/ is a left D–
module and how to use the connection to make ��.E/ into an �X –module. We now
extend this construction to all left D–modules.

Let M be a left D–module. The de Rham complex dR.M / of M consists of the
graded C1

X
–module �#

X
˝C1

X
M equipped with the differential

dM W !˝m 7! d!˝mC .�1/j!j
X

i

dxi ^!˝
@

@xi
m:

By construction, dR.M / is an �–module.
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Appendix F: Feynman diagram computation: The proof of
Proposition 4.1

Recall that a one-loop graph is called a wheel if it cannot be disconnected by the
removal of a single edge. Any one-loop graph is a wheel with trees attached. As
trees do not contribute any singularities (see [16, Chapter 2, Section 5]), it is sufficient
to prove that the � ! 0 limit exists for the analytic factor W an

 .P
L
� ICS/, where 

is a wheel. Further, if the limit exists for trivalent wheels, then it exists for wheels
with greater valency, since the higher valence vertices simply multiply the incoming
functions and hence behave just like trivalent vertices.

f1

f2

f3

P L
� P L

�

P L
�

x1

x2

x3

Figure 5: 3 with fields f1; f2; f3 2 C1c .R/

Let n be a trivalent wheel with n vertices and pick f1; : : : ; fn 2 C1c .R/. We then
have an explicit integral for W an

n
.PL
� ; ICS/:

(F-1) W an
n
.PL
� ; ICS/.f1; : : : ; fn/

D

Z
x1;:::;xn2R

nY
iD1

fi.xi/P
L
� .xi ;xiC1 mod n/

nY
iD1

dxi
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The analytic piece of the propagator is given by

PL
� D

Z L

�

d

dx1
Kt dt;

with Kt 2 C1.R�R/ given (up to a scalar) by

Kt .x1;x2/D t�
1
2 e�jx1�x2j

2=t :

We view the graph weight as a distribution on Rn and from here on replace
Q
fi.xi/

by a generic test function (ie compact support) �.x/ on Rn . Note that from step to
step the actual test function may change eg, as a result of an integration by parts, but
for notational convenience (and because the resulting function will again be sufficiently
nice) we continue to use the notation �.x/. Now the graph weight is given by the
integral

lim
�!0

Z
Et2Œ�;L�n

Z
Ex2Rn

�.Ex/

nY
iD1

t
� 1

2

i

d

dxi
e�jxi�xiC1 mod nj

2=ti dnx dnt;

where Et D .t1; : : : ; tn/ and Ex D .x1; : : : ;xn/. Note that integrand is symmetric in the
ti so if the limit exists then the corresponding limit will exist for any permutation of the
ti . Hence, it is sufficient to integrate the time variables over the n–simplex (as opposed
to the n–cube) given by � � t1 � t2 � � � � � tn �L, which we denote by �n.�;L/.

Note that, aside from � , the integrand is invariant under translation along the “small
diagonal”. In other words, if we change all the xi by the same amount, the integrand
is unchanged. Foliate Rn by hyperplanes orthogonal to the small diagonal. Any test
function � can be approximated by a sum of products �d�a , where �a only depends
on the anti-diagonal coordinates and �d depends on the diagonal. As integration along
the small diagonal is against a compactly supported function, it is sufficient to consider
a test function � , which is only a function of the anti-diagonal coordinates and show
the following is well-defined:

(F-2) lim
�!0

Z
Et2�n.�;L/

Z
Ex2RnP
xiD0

�.Ex/

nY
iD1

t
� 1

2

i

d

dxi
e�jxi�xiC1 mod nj

2=ti dnx dnt

We proceed (separately) to show this limit exists in the case n� 2 and nD 1.

F.1: The case nD 1

Let 1 be a one vertex wheel (ie the hangman’s noose). Then

lim
�!0

W1
.PL
� ; ICS/D 0:
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Indeed, as there is just one vertex, there is a d
dx

Kl.x;x/ in the integrand, which clearly
vanishes as the heat kernel reaches a maximum on the diagonal.

F.2: The case n� 2

We begin by a change of coordinates; let ui D .xi �xiC1/ for i D 1; : : : ; n� 1. The
integral in Equation (F-2) becomesZ
Et2�n.�;L/

Z
Eu2Rn�1

�.Eu/

�n�1Y
iD1

t
� 3

2

i uie
�jui j

2=ti

��
t
� 3

2
n

n�1X
iD1

uie
�j
P

ui j
2=tn

�
dn�1u dnt:

This integral is bounded, in absolute value, byZ
Et2�n.0;L/

Z
Eu2Rn�1

�n�1Y
iD1

t
� 3

2

i jui je
�jui j

2=ti

��
t
� 3

2
n

n�1X
iD1

jui j

�
dn�1u dnt:

Now let vi D t
�1=2
i ui for i D 1; : : : ; n. Our absolute bound then becomesZ

Et2�n.0;L/

Z
Ev2Rn�1

�n�1Y
iD1

t
� 1

2

i jvi je
�jvi j

2

��
t
� 3

2
n

n�1X
iD1

t
1
2

i jvi j

�
dn�1v dnt:

Using the fact that ti � tn for i D 1; : : : ; n� 1 we have that the integral is bounded by�Z
Et2�n.0;L/

�n�1Y
iD1

t
� 1

2

i dti

�
t�1
n dtn

��Z
Ev2Rn�1

P .jv1j; : : : ; jvn�1j/e
�
P
jvi j

2
Y

dvi

�
;

for P .v/ some polynomial in the variables jvi j. Note that the second term in parentheses
is bounded since e�x2

decays faster than any polynomial in x grows. Thus it suffices
to show the first term in parentheses is also bounded.

Observe that
R b

a t�1=2 dt D 2.b1=2� a1=2/ for b > a> 0. Hence we find

0�

Z
Et2�n.0;tn/

n�1Y
iD1

t
� 1

2

i dti �

�Z
0<t<tn

t�
1
2 dt

�n�1

� 2n�1t
.n�1/

2
n ;

and so Z
Et2�n.0;L/

�n�1Y
iD1

t
� 1

2

i dti

�
t�1
n dtn �

Z L

0

2n�1t
.n�3/

2
n dtn:

When n> 1, this integral is clearly bounded.
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